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Privatfuins the rhino ind.ustry
by Michael John 't Sas-Rolfes

PRffACE

Many consenrationists have expressed great
concern over the multitude of environmental
crises that alllict modern society. Amongst
these. the extinction of animai species is a
singularly pressing, and often emotional
issue.

Individual greed is frequentiy blamed as
tbe culprit responsible for all typ€s of
environmentat disasters, and the problem I
address here is no exception. Rhinos are
threatened with extinction because they are
being poached extensively for their horn,
which can be sold for a substantial price on
Asian black markets. The common view is
lbat rhino poaching is morally wrong, and
associated with greed and evil intentions'
This view, however, does little to help solve
the problem, while a simpie and objective

".ooo*i" 
analysis may. Indeed, while the

root of tJ:e problem is in fact economic,
economic considerations are planng only a
smali role in the decisions of poliry makers'

There are different approaches tn the
subject of economics; often the choice of
approach is alfected by ideological influences'
tll traaiUonal view in welfare economics,
held by economists such as Pigou, was ttrat in
all cases where the market system failed to
provide for social welfare, t'he problem could
-be 

sotved simply by government intervendon'
Ronald Coase, who was one of the frrst
economists to provide a clear explanation of
the relationship between properf,y rights and

economic behaviour, rejected this notion'
Coase's 1960 article, "The Problem of Social
Cost", raised some poignant questioru; over
mucb of the conventional wisdom of
contemporary welfare economics.

Coase urged all economists to consider
each case on its individual merits'
Subsequently, other economists have
identjfied many cases where government
intervention has led to situations worse than
those created by the market. Environmental
problems are no excePt ion, but
conservationists have been slow to realize
this.

Environmentalists have laid a great deal
of emphasis on individual greed thereby
discrediting the private sector and the market
system. Tbe general attitude has been that
the private sector cannot be entrusted with
any conservation responsibility; this role
must be fulfrlied by the state. Unfortunately,
the state seldom seenui to do a better job.
While ttre intentions of many state employees
may be quite honourable, they faii to meet
their objectives because of certain inherent
tendencies in pubiic sector operations.

This report is not intended as a direct
criticism of the policies of certain
conservationists, but rather as an instmment
to create awareness of the economic nature of
environmental problems. The objective is
simply to prevent the extinction of rhinos in
the wild.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Scope

The rapid deciine of the African rhinoceros
over the iast decade has evoked considerable
iaterest and concern throughout the worid.
Newspaper and magazine articles on the
subject appear almost daily in South Africa.
Most of the literature, however, discusses the
situ"ation from the point of view of scientists
and lay persoBs. Very iittle attention is given
to the economic factors underlying the
problem. This situation needs to be
redressed.

There are cunently five bioiogicaliy
ciassified species of rhinoceros (Penny 1987,
&8), three of which occur naturally in Asia,
the indian rhinoceros, Javan rhinoceros and
Sumatran rhinoceros. These three species
have all experienced drastic decreases in
populations and in 1985 numbered 1,893,
fifty and between 483 and 877, respectively.
Tbeir deciine is attributed to competition
with crop farming and excessive demand for
meat, hidee and horns 6or medicinal
purposes).

There are two sPecies of African
rhinoceros, tbe black (Diceros Dlcornrs) and
the white (Ceratntlurium simum). Seven
separate racee of black rhino have been
described (Smithers 1983, 562) and two of the
white, one of which (the northern race)
currently numbers some 20 individuais
(Clarke 1989) and could become exLinct in the
wild. Three races of the black occur in South
Africa (Hall-Martin 1988, 7*t7), two
naturally (D.b.bioorms and D.b.minor) and
one having been introduced from East Africa
(D.b.michaeti). The southern race of white
rhino (C.s.simum) is indigenous to South
Africa a-nd is currently the most commonly
found varief.

Present nunbers of African rhinos existing
in the wild have been estimated at less than
3,35O of the black, with about 650 of these in
South Africe (Walker 1990, interview), and
5,000 of the white, of which 4,600 are in
Souttr Africa (Hall-Martin 1989, interview).

There are a number of differences between
the two species. The black rhino is a

browser, and usually very aggressive in the
wild, unlike the white rhino which is siightly
larger, more docile and a grazet- The
noticeable diJference between the two species
is the shape of the mouth area which is
squarish and wide in the white, and more
pointed ("hook-lippedl in the black. As a
result of ttreir feeding adaptations, white
rhino prefer more op€n, grassy habitat, and
black rhino prefer thick bush. There is no
diJference in colour between the two species
despite what their narnes imPtY.

Rhinos have a number of commercial
uses, and tJre concept of the "rhino industry"
is an attempt to embrace these. The Collins
Dictionary of the English Language (Hanks
1986) defrnes an industry us, intnr alia, "a
branch of commercial enterprise concerned
with the output of a specified product". The
rhino industry is thus a branch of commercial
enterprise concerned with the output of
rhinos.

Rhinos in themselves do not necessarily
constitute the end product. Live rhinos in
zoos and game resenes provide "rhino
services" to spectators and tourists. Rhinos
in hunting concession areas provide hunting
senrices as well as a good, the trophy, to
hunters. Finally all rhinos, once dead, can
provide various goods to consumers. Uses
have been documented for a wide variety of
rhino goods including meat, skin, bones, feet,
toes, toenails, ears, genitals, ts.ils and horns.
Rhino hor:rn is a particulariy valued
commodity. In Asia it is used widely for
medicinal purposes and in North Yemen, in
the making of ceremonial dagger handles
(Penny 1988, 3).

The coucept of "privatizing" the rhino
industry is used in this pap€r in its broadest
sense, namely that of "reducing state
involvement in industry and commerce"
(Letwin 1988, vii). It thus follows that all my
discussion on privatization includes the
associated concept often referred to as
"deregulation". I use the term "market
regulation" instead of deregulation, as this
provides a more accurate description of the
concept - allowing market forces to act as a
reguiating factor instead of government
intenrention.
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The Problem

This essay relies on a norrnative assertion:
that it is desirable to conserYe rhino species
in their habitat. "Habitat" is defrned by the
Collins Dictionary (Hanks 1986) as "the
natural home of an animai or plant". There
may be ssms dissgreement among scientists
over aD accurate defrnition of t'he term
"natural". I assume, however, that most
readers will reach a significant consensus on
this issue.

The problem is simply that rhinos in
Africa are disappearing from their habitat at
a fairly rapid rate. Numbers of black rhinos
in the wild have decreased by some 95% over
20 years. According to Clarke (1989) there
wene an estimated 65,000 in 1970, and only
about 3,000 in 1989. Hatt-Martin (1988' 12-
13) reports a 75% decrease for the continent
over & seven year period, from t4,795 in 1980
Lo 9JL7 in 198?. Numbers of the northern
race of white rhino dropped from 821 in 1980
to 1? in 1986 (Penny 1987, 38), a decrease of
98% in just six Years.

The Iarge decline of rhinos in Africa is
attributed to poaching aimed at serving the
needs of Asian consumers. In 1987 an
estimated 75o/o of all sunriving black rhinos
could be found in three Southern African
countries, Zimbabwe, Namibia and South
Africa, and at the time of writing this
proportion is likety to have increased' As
th"k thioos become increasingly rare furttrer
north, pressure on South African rhino
populations is likely to intensify. Unchecked,
the poaching of rhins s6uld lead to the
extinction of both species in the wild'

Whether the disappearance of rhinos in
the wild would ultimately lead to their
complete extinction is a question open to
debate. A total of some 640 white rhinos
have been exported to other continents over
the past thirff years' most of them to zoos'
These have thrived and there are thought to
be some 1,500 individuals currently living
outside Africa. According to Chilvers (1990'
19), the black rhino zoo population currently
numbers 183, with most individuals
representing tbe subspecies D.b. michaclL

tfug gssrinued survival of either species
could ultimately depend on successful cross-
breeding progrsrrui between zoo populations'

Biologists stress the importance of preserving
genetic diversity to ensure the long-term
sunrival of a particular species. Whether the
size of the zoo populations would be
"genetically safe" is an issue that would need
to be addressed. It seems unlikely that the
current small zoo population of black rhinos
would have any long-term prospect for
sun'ival.

Most rhinos in SoutJr Africa live in areaa
controlled by ttre state. The entire black
rhino population sunrives in game reserrves
owned by state conserT ration agencies (with
the exception of one or two individuals).
Historical accounts indicate that this species
was once widespread in South Africa, but in
the la-st century, hunters exterminated the
species through mosr of its range" In recent
yesrs, the number oi black rhinos in this
country has started to increase, aided by the
efforts of various conservation agencies.

The white rhino population also fell
drasticaiiy in the nineteenth century, and at
one time was restricted to the Umfolozi
complex in Northern Natal, an area
administered by the Natal Parks Board. It is
not known to what extent numbers of this
population droPPed. According to
Montgomery (1989b, 10) in the 1920's, only
22 wbitn rhinos remained. Other estimates
by Vincent (1969) and Mentis (1970) indicate
that numbers wene in the region of 650 in
1960, and 500 in 1952, which suggests that
the previous figure may be too low. In any
event, the existence of white rhinos in the
wild in South Africa can largely be attributed
to ttre Natal Parks Board's program known as
"Operation Rhino" which took piace in the
early 1960's. Large numbers of rhinos were
captured and translocated to start new
breeding populations. Most of these animals
were moved to other state reserves, but ttre
Board started selling white rhinos to private
landowners in 1963, and have been doing so
ever since.

Concern over the success of sales to
private landowners as a measure to increase
populations, Ied to a receat investigation by
Dnen Buys, into the number of white rhinos
on private land. The "Buys Report" (Buys
1987) revealed that out of the 1,440 rbinos
sold to private ownetn, only 931 were still
sunriving in 198?, despite the fact that
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breeding should have led to a further increase
in numbers. A number of reasons for the
decline were considered, notably the roie of
trophy hunti'g, mortality as a result of poor
Iand management or unsuitable habitat, and
the fact that popuiations with a single
m&ture male had very limited breeding
sucoesa.

The overall impression created by the
report ied to a negative perception of "the
ability of private Landowners to manage rhino
to enhance the status of the species' as
reflected by an article in the Rhino and
Elephont Journal entitled "Disquiet was
Justified - Wbite Rhinos on Private Land"
(Buys andAnderson 1989). The Buys Report
waa presented at the Rhino Conservation
Workshop held at Skukuza in the Kruger
National Park in 1988 where concern wEIs
expressed atits findings (Montgomery 1989b,
10). The "glowing success" of the record of
(state-run) consenration agencies rrvas
contrasted with the failure of the private
sector to contribute to an increase in
popuiations.

The Rhino Conservation Workshop passed
several resolutions on future rhino
mnnsgemenL All of these centred on
banni.g trade in rhino products, clamping
down on illegal hunting and impiementing a
maDagement strategy for the black rhino that
did not consider a.ny direct participation by
the private sector. The current black rhino
conservation plan for Southem Africa
concentrates almost exclusively on public
sector management strategies (Brooks 1989,
interview). Even Thomson (1986, 18&96) in
his progressive book on wildlife conservation
does not consider private sector participation
in his proposed bold action plan to boost
thins surnbels.

The attitude toward the private sector as
being irresponsible when it comes to
managlng rhino populiations, is not justified
in the light of the role that the public sector
has had in providing incentives for the
actions of the private sector. (I eiaborate on
this potnt at a later stage in this paper)'
Even more unfortunate is the attitude of
some people that the role of private
enterprise should be merely a passive
donatation to conservation projects without
any expectation ofa profrtable returu'

The private sector could, and should
play a vaiuable role in the rhino industry.
The decline of rhinos on private [and, and
through poaching, is a result of the public
sectorrs failure to understand some first
principles of economics, cnd apply them to
the situation.

The idea of using economic analyses to
devise methods of saving wild animals from
extinction may be abhorrent to some people.
This stems from the attitude that rhinos (and
other wild animals) are somehow sacred,
instead of viewing the rhino through the eyes
of an average consumer: as a renewable
resource with commercial value.

The rhino problem is greater than one is
generally led to believe. A successful solution
depends on a complete understanding of the
situation. There is considerable evidence that
the economic forces driving the current
predicament are not widely understood. It is
ttrus necessary to consider whether the
policies of the public sector provide the most
effective mearu of tackling the problem, or
whether some of these policies are not
aggravating it instead.

Methodolory

The traditional approach to gnvilonmgntql
problems has been to examine their nature in
the context of environmental and resouroe
economics. Stauth (1983), considers two areas
as important in the aPPlication of
microeconomic principies to environmental
planning, namely "the need to establish [egal
rights" and "the search for market solutions".
I discuss these two areas under the headings
"Property Rights" and "Market Regplation".

My theoretical approach is not restricted
to traditional resource economics methods,
and I make use of some broader principles of
welfare economics and particuiarly, industrisl
economics. This is significant in that natural
resouroes are not normally viewed in this
context, yet I believe that this approach is
relevant in the light of the nature of the
problem. The concept of the "rhino industry"
lends itself well to such an analysis. The
discussion on market regulation also
addresses certain essentials of investment
and decision theory.
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In recent years a uew area ofprivatization
theory has developed. This theory arose out
of ceitain government initiatives to improve
the allocative efliciency of t'heir economres by
allowing and encouraging increased. private
r*tot iivoivement in activities traditionally
under state control- Tbis area of
pri""ti"ttion theory relies on muy of the
prio.ipt"" inherent in property and market
-tU*tilt and combines them to reach certain
conclusions. Applications to the rhino
industry are dealt with separateiy'

2 NATURE OF THE RHINO
INDUSTRY

The use of rhino Products for human

"oosumption 
is certainly noL a modern

phenomenon. According to Kyle (1987' 8)
iUioot were hunted extensively for their meat
some 80,000 Years ago and formed the
gi".t"t part of the diet of certsin humans in
frest€t" Europe. Martin (1980, 11-12) has
estabiisbed that various rhino products have
been used for a number of purposes in both
Africa and Asia for several centuries'
Traditionaily, the most prized part has

"t*.vt 
Ueen tUe hom, followed by the skin'

to goto"o, tbe body parts of rhinos have
played a signifrca-nt role in local cultures'
- irt"ttio (1980, 13) considers that the
virtual extinction of rhinos in Borneo can be
attributed to demand for their meat' He also

"ot"" 
that in oineteenth century South

efJo, British and Dutch settlers preferred
white rhino meat to that of any other game
animat. Certain populations were almost
extprminated on account of their meat alone'
While this demand for rhino meat seems to
n""" a*i"ated, recent years have seen the
advent of a demand for rhino services -
trophy hunting and tourism''tn" rhino industrY has had a long
historical precedent and has undergone some

"U*g"" 
over time. What remains today is

only a vestige of a previousiy extensive range
of utilizatioo, cettaio aspects of which could
possibly be revived; for e:rample' the
consumPtion of rhino meat'

The ComPlexitY of the IndustrY

It is diJfrcult to view the modern rhino
industrry in isolation. Rhinos are produced in
captivity a.s well as in their habitat' In zoos'
they are managed as part of a large-system
which provides for numerous different
species. In their habitat t'hey form a small
eiement of natural ecosyst€ms, and function
in concert with many other elements' These
ecosystems usually need to f managed
integrally. Any e:<amination of the rhino
industry must include a broader look at zoos'
other forms of captive breeding and what I
refer to as the 'wildlife industry"'

The wildlife industry includes tourism'
hunting and ttre production of wiidlife
producL. There is a distinct demand for
natural ecosystems, reflectpd by the numbers
of people who visit such areas every year"
WiiaUie in its habitat would app€ar to have
higher spectatpr value to many people than
an"imals held in captivity, and the sport of
trophy hunting is dePendent on the

"""if"UifiW 
of wildlife in its natural

surroundings.
Although the production of wildlife

products ."o ttt 
" 

place under a- system of
intensive captive breeding, only certain
wildlife specils, for example ostriches and
crocodiles, are managed in t.Lis way' Many
ottrer wildlife products are simply hanested
as part of the process of managing large
natural areas. It is possible to manage
rhinos under intensive breeding schemes' but
in practice this has not occurred to a-ny
signilicant extBnt. The existing South
eiA*o rhino industry cennot be separated
from the larger industries of which it forms a
part.

Not onlY is it hard to view the rhino
industrT in isolatioa, but the industry itself
consists of a number of diJferent components'
There is a demand for rhinos in zoos which'
when supplied, leads to the exclusion of all
other uses. There is also a demand for rhinos
in their habitst, for both tourism and
hunting. Hunting can oniy be c-ompatible
with tourism if the number of animals
removed is a small proportion of the total
number of live qnimals"

There is also the demand for variotrs
rhino goods. The demand for rhino trophies

b
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&esd and neck) is virtually inseparable from
hun[i.g. Though the hunter may not be the
ultimate user of the trophy, virtually ail
rhinos need to be killed in order to obtain
trophies 0 ignore special cases where
trophies may be extracted from natural
mortalities).

Unlike trophies, in the case of other goods,
black and white rhinos can be regarded as
very close, if uot perfect substitutes. Both
Penny (1987, ?9) and Martin (1980, 21) have
noted possible preferences for black rhino
horn amongst Yemeni and Chinese
consumers respectively, but there appears to
be some confusion surrounding this issue'
Since it must b€ very difficult, if not
impossible, to distinguish between the horn of
a black thine snd that of a white, I assume
they are perfect substitutes.

Supplying rhino horn and rhino hunting
trophies can be regarded asi mutuaily
exclusive aclivities for one rhino, with two
possibie exceptions; one is where the horn is
removed from a live rhino and grows back
before lging hunted, the other is where the
hor:n is removed from the trophy and replaced
with some kind of fake.

Other rhino goods such as meat, hides and
bones can be provided by any dead rhino, and
the supply of these is thus compatible with
hunting, but (as with bunting) only to a small
extent with tourism (again ignoring natural
mortalities). Tbe supply of rhino hsnt is nlso
Iargeiy incompatible with tourism, since even
the removal of horns from iive rhinos is likely
to result in a significant loss in spectator
value.

Tbe Current State of the Industry

Certain aspects of the rhino industry have
been restricted sioce ttre advent of the 1973
Convention on Interaational Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
(CITES). Initially, only certain countries
agreed to bind themselves to the CITES

""gui"tio*, 
although in recent years the

number of sigaatories has increased to
i:oclude virtually all countries involved in the
international trade of endangered species'

CITES aPPlies certaiD criteria to
determine whether a species is ttrreatened

with extinction, and to estabiish tbe severity
of the threat. According to this assessment,
each species is assigned a certs'in status to
which specific trade restrictions apply.
Rhinos are listed on CITES Appendix 1, the
most severe rating. This meals that all
interaational trade in rhino products i5
prohibited. Live rhinos may only be traded
with a CITES Permit.

An exception is made for the southern
white rhino, which is Listed on Appendix 2.
Restricted trophy hunting of white rhino and
tbe interaational transportation of trophies is
allowed for those in possession of a CITES
permit. Trade in other white rhino products
is still forbidden.

As a signatory to CITES South Africa is
bound by its regulations. Additionaiiy, local
conservation authorities impose certarn
veterinary and other restrictions on the
transportation of wildlife within the country.
In order to transport any wild animal it is
usually necessary to acquire a permit from
the relevant authoritY.

The highty restricted nature of the rhino
industry has created a situation where black
rhinos may only be used legally for purposes
of tourism. and white rhinos for tourism and
hunting. (Both species may be sold to zoos
and other captive breeding programs with the
necessary permission). The imposition of
restrictions on goods aspects of the industry
has led to the creation of a black market, so
that in practice, certain illegai activities aiso
take place, notably poaching for rhino horn.

Roles of the Private and Public Sectors

The legal market for black rhinos is
cont:rolled by the public sector, with all
breeding populations currently owned by
state consenration agencies. In June 1990,
the Natal Parks Board aims to auction a
single breedi''g package (two males and three
females), but suppty of live black rhinos will
remain tightly restricted.

Suppiy of live white rhinos is relativeiy
unconstrained, with individuals quite
frequently being offered for sale at game
auctions. Consequently, the private sector is
significantly involved in this market'
According to figures established by Buys
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(198O, roughly 2}o/o of the South African
white rhiuo population is in private hands'

There is siso considerable private sector
involvement in both tourism and trophy
hunti g. A number of successful private
garne resenres op€rete exciusively to provide

iame-viewing and other related tourist
iervices. Many reselres provide hunting in
addition to the usual services' Raphaely
(1990, 14-18) obsewes that big game hunting
is a rapidly growing iadustry in South Africa'
attracting a great deal of private sector
interest. With South Africa being the only
African country where hunting of white rhino
is allowed, it has become a bighly attractive
venue for ail overseErs visitors wanting to
hunt the "Big Five* game animals"

Tbe public sector is involved chiefly in
providing tourist services, and owns a
number of game parks. By far the largest
number of rhinos occur in these parks' It is
important to note that the reserYe which will
eventually harbour the largest populations of
both black a-nd white rhinos is the Kmger
National Park Gall-Martin 1988; Pienaar
1989). The Kmger Park is controlled by the
National Parks Board, and rhino
mqnagement iD this area is thus regulated by
the Board's Policies-

The Nationnl Parks Board, which also
controls certain other rhino populations, has
a poliry of "rninimum interference in natural
p"Lr"""' fNational Parks in South Africa"'
^gl. In practice, the Board manages its veld
areas quite intensively, but culling of animals
is restricted to situations where populations
have reacbed ieveis in excess of the resene's
carrnng capacity and are damaging their
UaUitat. According to these criteria' only
eiephant and buffalo are culled in the Kmger
National Park.

The National Parks Board qlso manages
the entire infrastnrcture of its reserves
("National Parks in South Africa", 8)' This
includes allbuilding and maintenance as well
as administration of tourist facilities'
Visitors are charged standard subsidized
rates for accommodation, which is frequently
fully booked a year in advance, and subject to
excess demand.

The Natal Parks Board practices game
removal to a gSeater extent, largely because
of the smailei size of game parks' Game is

also supplied to the private sector; previously
subsidized prices were charged, but ttrere has
been a move towards auctions to achieve
market Prices. RecentlY, a hunting
concession area has been set aside, and all
tourist camps have been given a directive to
become economically self-suffrcient'

Agencies in ttre so-called independent
states and homelands have varying policies -
the Kwazulu Bureau of Natural Resources
allows the removal of certain natural
resouroes on a sustginable basis by local
people tiving on the borders of resen'es, as do
lfre ftogoane and Bophutatswana Parks
Boards. The latter organizations currently
also allow some trophy hunting as weil as the
operation of selected private tourist
industries in their Parks'

Problems Facing the IndustrY

The greatest problem facing the rhino
industry at present is the threat of poaching'
Martin (1980, 9) has established that the
demand for rhino products in Asia is botb
strong and extensive. Recent indications are
that demand bas dropped somewhat in North
Yemen, but that in parts of Asia, especially
Taiwan, it is on the increase (Martin and
Vigne 1988). Evidently, attempts to curb
demand by implementing CITES regulations
have met with limited success'

A realization of the growing urgency of
the s i tuat ion has induced some
conservationists to certain action' The public
sector has responded by intensifying anti-
poaching efforts, and the private sector is
attempting to spread awareness of the
problem aad Friss funds for the cause' A
collaboration of public and private sector
interests led to ttre formation of the Rhino
and Etephant Foundation in 1986 0'edger
1986, 4). The Foundation is a non-profit
organization that raises funds and creates
publicitY.

Funds raised are used mainlY for
purchases of additional land and the
acquisition of anti-poaching vehicles'
equipment and uniforms for rangen' Some
f""d" are also used to assist agencies wit'h
the translocation of black rhinos' Virtually
all money raised is donated directly to the

I
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public sector in South Africa and to
conservation agencies in neighbouring
countries.

Co-operation between various public sector
agencies bas ied to the creation of a joint
conservation pian for the black rhino and the
formation of a "rhino speciaiist group". This
group is made up of several consenation
officials with expertise in the area of rhino
maaagement. The aim of the conservation
plan is to develop, as rapidly as possible,
geneiically virable populations of the two
subspecies of black rhino indigenous to
Southern Africa, as well as a population of
the East African subspecies, D.b- rni.chacli.
Population targets are set at 2,000 for the
first two subspecies, and 100 for the latter
(Brooks 1988, 4).

In order to achieve the desired rapid
growth in rhino numbers, conservation
agencies attempt to translocate surpius
rhi:ros to reser:ves where new breeding
populations can be formed. A number of
translocations have taken piace, but recently
this process has led to several deaths
(Meiklejohn 1989, intenriew). Public sector
agencies are unlikely to sell black rhinos to
the private sector witbout An express
undertaking to breed them for conservation
purposes alone (Brooks 1989, interview).
However, captive breeding programmes
should receive some state support (Brooks
1988, 4).

The only private conoern known to have
expressed an interest in captive breeding, is
a professional game capture operation,
Brooker Wildlife. At the time of writing, a
single male of the sub-species D-b. micha'eli
had been imported, and there were plans to
import a further twelve from various overseas
zoos. According to Brooker (1990, interview),
certaio South African conservation
authorities were initially reluctant to grant
him the ne@ssary permission, despite the
fact that he was in possession of a valid
CITES imPort Permit.

Any individual seeking to enter the biack
rhino industry faces innumerable obstacles'
To start with, substantial capital outlays are
required. Live black rhinc csn command I
price of anything between 20,000 and 100,000
US dollan, and rhino-proof fencing costs
between ten and fifteen rands per metre'

Black rhinos can only be used for purposes of
tourism (hunting is banned), or c&n be bred
and resold. A prospective private owner may
also be subjected to stringeut traasportation
controls imposed by state authorities.

Private sector involvement in the white
rhino industry is somewhat easier. At
prevailing market prices, entry is expensive,
but there are less restrictions, a.ud rhinos are
reasonably easy to obtain. Previously, white
rhinos could be purchased at exceptionally
low prices; prior to 1980 the Natal Parks
Board were selling them at R800 each"
Prices were increased gradually during ttre
early 1980's, but then rose sharpiy after the
impiementation of the auction system in
1986. In 1989, the highest price obta'ined
was R72,000 (about $30,000).

Until 1989, the Nata] Parks Board
continued to supply a few white rhinos at
subsidized prices. The Board has since
decided that all white rhinos should be
auctioned (Brooks 1989, interview). The
subsidy system was originally intended to
encourage private landowners to breed rare
species on their land, but with the present
booming wildlife market, this policy is no
longer necessary.

Both subsidized Natal Parks Board
prices and recent auction prices obtained for
white rhino are displayed in Appendix 1 of
this report. It shouid be immediately
apparent that prices were heavilY
oversubsidized prior to the advent of the
auction system.

Appendix 2 shows some of t,Le prices
obtained for rhino trophies during the same
period. A comparison between the prices
reflected in ttre two appendices, reveals that
private buyers could make considerabie
profits by allowing their rhinos to be shot by
trophy hunters.

In 1986, for example, the Natal Parks
Board price for a live rhino was R4,0O0. That
sarne year, some private owners were selling
trophies for as much as R30,000 Guys 198D.
It is hardly surprising that many rhinos sold
to the private sector were shot - very few
investors wouid pass up an opportuniff to
make an instant gross profrt of 650%.

It is possible tJ:at even greater profrts
could be made by dealing in the illegal rhino
horn market. Martin (1980, 55) estimated

I
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continue to exist. Ttre worst of this simple
reaiity is that government ofiiciais are likely
to contribute to it.

Some other suggestions take the existing
demand into account, and focus on either
flooding the market with the existing stocks
of horns held by conservation auttrorities' or
by supplying the market with fake or
contamiuated horns. A controversial method
has been attempted in the Damaraland
region of Namibia, where live black rhinos
have been dehorned (Montgomery 1989a).
This project, called "Operation Bicornis", has
been tabelled as a "desperation move" and
has been criticized for several reasons.

The operation is quite costlY and
complicated and exposes the rhinos to a
potentially fatal situation. Furthermore, the
effects of the loss of horns on rhino behaviour
are unknown. It ha-s been suggested that
there may be greater exposure to predation
by hyenas, or death in t€rritoriai disputes
with other rhinos still possessing their horn'

Finally, it is only possible to remove
roughly two thirds of the weight of the horn
offa live rhino, and the horn grows back at a
rate of 6 centimetres a year. Since rhino
calves are known to have been shot by
poachers, it is uncertain whether dehorning
will act as an effective detenent for any
length of time.

Despite all the criticism leveiled at the
project, it appears to have been successful up
lo the time of writing (Pauw 1990). It should
also be noted that the Damaraland region is
more suitable for this kind of project ttran
other areas because of its open terrain
(Montgomery 1989a, 231-233).

Martin and Vigne (1988, 29 have
obsened that the rhino horn trade is still
flourishing. In 1989 there were numerous
incidents of poaching in Zimbabwe (Masiand
1989), Namibia (Montgomery 19894)'
Swaziland (L'Ange 1989) and South Africa
f27 Rhino" 1989)" The situation does not
appear to be improving signifrcantly' A
number of sources have suggested that the
only solution to the problem would be the
commercialization and privatization of the
industry Fiske 1988; Masland 1989; Mentis
1989; Louw 1989).

Private ownership serves as an incentive
for protection. It also sen/es to establish
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that the average retoil price of horn in Asia
was almost $9000 US per kilogram in 1979'

There appears to be some confusion over
curr€nt prices (Montgomery 1989a, 233)'
Block (1990, 308) suggests that the horn ofa
fully grown rhino may fetch as much as
$160,000. According to Martin and Vigae
(1988, 23), average prices in Taiwan were
close to $38,000 for a complete horn in July
1988, but were incr€asing rapidly. Even the
lowest estimates of retail values placed on a
single horn exceed the highest price obtained
for a live white rhino on auction.

The failure of prices of live rhinos to
rellect their tnre value in the past, has
created a serious threat to the industry'
With much higher values being piaced on
both trophies and horns, tltere have been
powerful economic incentives to kill rhinos'
Although recent market prices of live rhinos
appear to be approaching a more realistic
tevet, inaividuals in relatively unprotected
areas are still attractive targets for poaching'
Poachers are clurently willing to risk ttreir
lives in Zimbabwe's Zartbezi Valley for $500
a day, a small fraction of the horn's retail
price (Maslaad 1989).

As the rnore vulnerable populations of
rhin6 disttp€ar' pressune on other areas wili
intensify. Since it is highty improbable that
the demand for hotn will be contained in the
near future, prices are likely to increase and
push up the rewards to poachers' There is

",rid"o." 
that poaching is already on the

increase in Sout'b Africa. Recently, over
twenty seven rhinos were shot inside the
Kmger National Park by a Parks Board
ranger ("2? Rhino" 1989).

ihroughout Southem Africa, penalties for
rhino poaching are being increased
dramatically, but even the Zimbabwean
"sboot to kill" poiicy has failed to discourage
poachers suffrcientlY.

The inability of existing measures to bring
poaching to a halt bas prompted a number of
altemative ideas. Martin (1988, 24) believes
that all govemments of Asian countries
involved in tbe rhino horn trade must be
persuaded to impose tight controls to- prevent
trade. However, this ignores the fact that
dems-ud for the horn is unlikely to disappear
in the foreseeable future. As long as there is
any demand for horn, the black market will
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legitimate markets tbat prevent t'he
uncontrolled expioitation of resouroes' The
present laws asd regulations governing the
ioaustty offer little incentive for anyone but
ttre staunchest conseroationists to take
effective action that would lead to a
significant incrnease of live rhinos in their
habitat.

Thus, current public sector policies are in
many cases ex&@rbating the problem by
interfering with natural economic processes'
while the public sector could acbieve its
objective of saving rhino species and
subspecies from extinction simply by allowing
and encourag:ing great€r private sector
invoivement in the rhino industry.

3 PROPERTY RIGHTS

It is a conventional wisdom of modern
economic ttreory that aay analysis of social
problems relating to scarce resources would
benefit greatly if the structure and nature of
property rights in the relevant society were
taken into account (Atchian and Demsetz
1973, 1&17). Particular properby right
stmctur€s have certain consequences for
social ioteraction, qnd an e:<amination of
these often proves worthwhile, as it does in
the case of the rhino Problem.

In treating rhinos as "property", however,
it is fust neoessary to have a clear
understanding of the prop€rty rights concept.
As Friedma-n (19?3, &4) points out, it is
important to distinguish between the rights
of property and the rights to property. The
former approach is one adopted by some
conservationists and animal rights
movements, who would assert that rhinos
have a right to live. This is not the approach
used in my analysis.

According to Alchian and Allen (L972,142)
property rlChts are actually human rights to
the use of goo&, and my approach ttrus
examines the rights sf fuurnnns to the use of
rhinos. I consider this approach to be
relevant in seeking a solution to the problem,
as it is humans who control the rhino's
destiny. Whether rhinos should have any
rights themselves or not is a moral issue
which is irrelevant for the purposes of thi:s
report.

Alchian (1987, 1031) defines a property
right as "a socially enforced right to select
uses of an economic good". An economic good
is

(A)nything, whether a physicai commodity or
service, which yields utility and which could
commaud a price if bought or sold on a
market (Bannock" Baxter, and Rees 1984,
137).

This is contrasted with a free good - any good
that is not relatively scarce and therefore
does not command a price. Air and seawater
are often given a.s examples of free goods.

Rhinos clearly fall into the category of
economic goods, since ttrey are scarce and do
provide utility (to tourists, hunters and rhino-
product consumers alike). Some rhinos are
bought and sold on the market, as are their
products, and do command a price. Having
established this, it becomes necessary to
examine the consequences of certain property
rights arrangements wittr respect 3s rhinss.

The signilicanoe of property rights was
brought to ttre attention of many economists
by Ronqld Coase in his journai article
entitled "The Problem of Social Cost".
Coase's proposition, now widely accepted, was
tbat iu any situation of conllict between two
parties with predetermined property rights,
the solution of the conJlict reached between
the two parties would always be socially
optimai (in economic terms), provided ttrat
market transactions were costless (Coase
1960, 15).

In other words, the value of production
would always be maximized where there was
conflict between two parties, because the
parties wouid bargairl until 8n optimal
solution was reached. The only rea-son why
socially optimal soiutions were not always
reached, wes because of so-called
"transactions costs", costs involved in the
bargaining process such a.s those of acquiring
information, negotiation, contracLing, 8nd
policing and enforcing contracts. Tbe
existence of such costs prevents many
transactions from being carried out.

Many social anangements do not
provide an optimal allocation of resources; for
this reason it is necessary to examine the
nature of prop€rty rights. An initi"l
delineation of property rights csn lead to
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certain economic behaviour which may not be

socially optimal, because transactroD costs
can impede a market soiution'

In order to move closer toward an optimal
solutiou, it may be necessary either to reduce
transactions costs or to alter the structure of

,t"*tW*Uts. Coase (1960,44) appealed to
;;;;"#t" to tske into account tlae totel
effect of ditferent sociral anangements"

OwnershiP and Invasions

Ownersbip is simply the placement with a
person (or personsi of a certsin group of
rights to properry: the rights of possession'

"J" "ta 
disposai of worth (Harper 1974' 18)'

R" et.Ui"o and Demsetz (1973' 17) note' a
;;;* is incapabte of being owned itself; it
is onty "a bundle, or a portion' of righe to use

u t"to** that is ownedn' These rights are
always circumscribed, usuallY bY a
prohibitioo on certain actions' The strength
;i;;;*"ership right "can be defrned bv the

"*t"it 
to which the owney's decision over how

" 
["o"t"" shall be used actually determines

its use".
According to Alchian (198?' 1031)' the

strength of a property right is measured "by

i; il;biltW ""i 
costs of enforcement which

depend on tle government' informq'l social

u"tioo", and prevailing ethical and moral

;;;": CloselY, but not alwaYs' related to

tn"-tt"""gtU of rights' are their exciusivity
and transferability' These two tactors are

regarded u" 
""utttiul 

determinants of the

natur.e of ownership. Private p-roperby is

"i"t".t"ti"ed 
by the possession of exclusive

tigftt which are voluntarily exchangeable-tei.Ui"" 
and Allen L972' t42\'

Not all property is ownedprivately; much

is owned coll".ti""ty or pubiicly' frequently by

g"""-i""t" tUe nature of ownership is

iit"i-go""*"a by characteristics of the
proper;y in question, but not necessarily so'

i;fli";*"ership may be confened on certain

*n" wb,ich are quite capable:f tit 
owned

pi"tt"fy, but are not' simply because of

;;tttt" 
-bistorical precedents or prevailing

social norrns. Any infringement upon

nt"*t*O rights to"ttit"t"t an "invasion"'
-6.Ir""-rgti, zto\' Invasions of private
;;ilttt ;clude destruction' trespassing and

theft. These are more likety to occur when
pt"p"t,t rights are weaker' Inva'sions of

i"fii"rv-o*ied properry could be. reduced in
i"rt ti"."t"s by the creation of private rights'
*t ittt are frequently alforded greater
t".-og"itio" by the law, and can thus be
resarded as stronger'

mentioned above, invasions in the
form of poaching form the greatest threat to
tfre rt ino industry' Rhino poachrng exists not
;;i; d"" to the lack of a tegitimate market
iotio*, but also because of the very nature

;1[," prorerry rights to rhinos' In the frrst

i"tt"il, ownlrstrip of rhinos often tends to

be ofsuch a nature that incentives to protect

;;; "* 
not directly reiated to their value (I

ai".urt this point in greater detsil below)'
Secondly, the protection of rhinos is 8n

"-p"""ii'" 
activity in itself in other words

;;;;hip of rhinos is subject to a high
policing cost.r- 

T"he traditional method of dealing with

invasions, has been to subject the responsible

O*tt * a penalty' The imposition of frnes

l"a" ptfo" sentences, however' has not

t"""gl, an end to rhino poaching' and is an

unsatisfactnry method of dealing with the
problem, for several reasons' First' poacherrs
need to be arrested, and many manage to

"""ia 
U"i"g caught' Secondly' when.ttrey are

.""gti i, G otnutty too late to save the rhino'
tii* it has already been killed' and ttrirdly
ii" p""i"tt-entimposed on poachers who are

"u"gttt 
generally acts neither to compensate

.o"il"ty adequately for the - loss' . nor to

ai".o"t"g" poaching suffrciently' I elaborate
on this Point in the next chaPter'

To effectively eliminate poaching' one
must address its root causes' In the case of

ffii poaching, it is necessary to examine the
;;ii;ti""t oi trt" current propertv rights
stl:uctures in the industry'

The ReciProcal Nature of Rights

Demsetz (196?, 34?) notes that "properfy
rights convey the ri8ht to bengflt or harm
.ri".Jf or others", and Coase (1960' 2) raises
.o-" it"portant issues with regard to the
right to inflict harm. As he points out:
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The traditional approach has teoded to obscure
the nature of the choice that has to be made'
The question is commonly thought of as one in
which A idlicts harm on B and what has to be
decided is: how should we rest'rain A? But this
is wrong. We are dg6ling wit'h a problem of a
reciprocal uature. To avoid the harm to B
would inJlict harn on A. The real question
that has to be decided is: should A be allowed
to harm B or should B be allowed to harm A?
The problem is to avoid the more serious harm'

This analysis can be applied in the context
of the rhino problem' where the traditional
approach adopted by consenrationists is that
it is the consumers of rhino products that are
inllicting harm on owners of rhinos, be they
private or public, and all attention is focused
on restraining consumer markets. But these
actions inllict harm on the consumers by
depriving ttrem of ttre right to purchase these
products, and for the greater part of the
Asian market, this amounts to a denial of the
nght to obtain a basic pharmaceuticai
remedy.

It has been argued that scientific evidence
indicates that the fever-reducing qualities of
rhino horn are minimal to nonexistent, but
this is i:relevant for the purposes of this
analysis. What is relevant is the perception
of Asian consumels' as it is this that
inlluences their buying behaviour and
demand for rhino horn.

Tbe question that must be asked in this
instance, is whether rhino producers should
prevent their products from reaching

"o*orn""" 
or whether consumers should be

allowed to obtain them. In the ca'se of the
latter optiou, it should b€ noted that
consumers using products for medicinal
purposes are likely to be equally concerned

"Uo"t 
the extermination of rhinos, as this

would lead to an end of their supply of horn'
thus harming both parties' The obvious
solution i8 to supply consumers on a
renewable and sustainable basis - this would
avoid the more serious harm, and both
parties would benefrt.

The first step toward the elimination of
rhino poaching, would be to allow a
legitimate rnarket for rhino horn, thus
oUrri.tiog ttre necessity to acquire horn by
poachinJ. It is worth asking whv this
solution is curently not being pursued by

decision makers. I return to this question
later.

It is unlikely, however, ttrat this action
alone would prevent poaching; it is also
necessary to examine tJle incentivee creat€d
by relativeiy weak properby rights combined
with high policing costs. Since the reasons
for rhino poaching flow mainiy from the
nature of certain ProPertY r ights
arrangements, I now turn my attention to
some of their features-

Implications of Cerbain Social Arrangements

What incentives are created by various social
arrangements and their concomitant properby
right stmctures? This question has received
much attention by economists in recent years
and the two factors of importance would seem
to be the exclusivity and the strength of
rights. It is widely accepted that private
owne6 "have strong incentives to use their
property rights in the most valuable way",
and that a diffusing of ownership leads to
incentive problems (Alchian and Demsetz
1973,22).

Common property resourceE are often
subject to "free-rider" abuse (Miller and
Meiners 1986, 608). Individuals make
independent decisions regarding their use of
the resource without considering the
consequences for others, often resulting in
overexploitation of the resource. This is the
well documented "tragedy of the common6"
(Hardin 1968, 1244). Although some of t}te
assumptions made in Hardin's original
formulation have been criticized (Dasgrrpta
1982, 13-14), it is generally accepted that
extinction of a species is most likely when a
resouroe is common property (Fisher 1981'
86).

Alchian and Demsetz (1973, 22-23\
provide an effective anaiysis of the situation:

Under a communal right system each person
has the private use of a resource once it is
captured or taken, but only a communal
right to the same resource before it is taken.
This iocongruity between ownersbip
opportunities prompts men to convert t'heir
rights into the most, valuable form; ... iato
resources owned PrivatelY.

13
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Private rights provide protection of
animais whereas communal sYstems
encourage their exploitstion. Block (1990'
307) contrasts the fate of two biologicaily
similar animals, the domestic cow and the
American buffalo (bison) to illustrate this
point. While it is almost unthinkable that
the domestic cow could ever be threatened as
a species, 'it is only forbuitous that the
bulfalo - which for many years was allowed to
run free, unowned by man - was saved from
extinction".

It is useful to distinguish between
resources which are common property by
virtue of their nature and those which are
owned in common simPlY because of
prevailing social nomu. The former are often
ieferred to as "collective" or'public" goods'
The term "public" has created some confusion,
as it is frequently assumed that it implies
pubiic or government ownership, but this is
incorrect. Such goods can b€ privately
produced or owned.

Collective goods are characterized by the
fact that there is an absence of exciusivity of
property (Miller and Meiners 1986, 603); in
ither *o"ds the good can corrfer equal
benef i ts on & number of PeoPIe
simultaneously. One person's use of it does
not render it unavailable to others (Mishan
1981,429). As Aronson (1985' 26) points out'
"pure public goods" are an extreme case of
absolute non-exclusion and jointness of
consumption, and "pure private goods' are
the opposite extreme of total exciusivity and
single consumption. In reality most goods
can be classified somewhere between the two
extremes.

Dolan (L974, 210) classilies common
property as either reguiated or unregulated,
depending on whether or not there is some
sort of collective control and enforcement
mechanism regulating resource use'
Intuitively, it is unregulated common
property that is most vulnerable to
overexpioitation, followed by regulated
corlmon prop€rry and then by private
property.- A" examination of the disappearance of
the rhino populations in countries to the
nortl of South Africa reveals trends that
confrrm this theory. The first populations to
disappear are usually those in unprotected

areas, followed by ttrose in National Parks
where ttrere is at least some measure of
control. Chilvers (1990, 17) points out that
current measures used to protect rhinos in
Kenya and Zimbabwe involve relocation to
smaller patrolled sanctuaries, "safer" parks
and private lands.

It is worth noting that the effectiveness
of regulated common property institutions
depends not oniy on size and security of land
areas, but also on factors such as incentive
stJuctures within managernent and the
strength of property rights. Where efforts to
protect common property do not enjoy ttre full
support of government, they are less likely to
be successful" Masland (1989) notes that
antipoaching efforts in Zimbabwe are subject
to such problems, with rangers often facing
harassment from iocal Police.

The significance of property rights has
been understood by some consenationists.
Thomson (1986, 155), for example, recognizes
that "(T)he people who use a natural resourcre
are those most concerned about its proper
management'. This conventional wisdom has
been applied to several conservation problems
in Southern Africa, with considerable success"

A notable case is the Endangered
Wildlife Trust's Auxiliary Game Guard
Project to save threatened wildlife species,
including btack rhinos, in Northwestern
Namibia (Weaver 1989, 14-20). This project
has resulted in the successful conversion of
poachem to game guards simply by altering
their perception of property rights. Local
tribes' attitudes toward wiidlife changed once
they perceived the wiidlife as their own
property which could directly benefit them'

Perceptions of the nature of property
rights can have a profound effect. Alchian
and Allen (L972, 141) assert that where
property rights in goods are weaker, ill
defined or vague, such goods are likely to be
less attractive and subject to "lower offers
and bids". The recogrition of this fact is
extremely important - the stronger the
property rights in (live) rhinos, the more
attractive they are likely to be as property'
and tbe higher ttreir values are likely to be to
orpners. An increase in the strength of
property rights to rhinos is thus desirable'
to consider how this could be achieved, it is
neoessary to examine the current legal status
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of property rights to South African rhinos'

The Legal Status of Property Rights in
South Africa

The present legal status of property rights to
game, has been a recent focus of the South
African Law Commission (SALC). According
to the Commission, "game farming has in
recent times developed into a very promising
branch of agriculture", with the single
greatest probiem encountered by farmers
being the theft of game (SALC 1989, 2). The
Commission is critical of the present legal
status of ownership rights to game under tbe
Common Law.

The nature of rights over wild animals
under the Common Law is dealt with by van
der Merwe (198?, 133) as part of "The Law of
Things". Any wild animal in South Africa is
regarded as a re.,s nullius, or "unowned thing"'
This means that a wild animai is incapable of
being owned unless it is subjected to
oceupatio by some person. In practice,
own-rship can be claimed over a wild animal
if it is killed, captured or domesticated'

Van der Merwe (1987, 133) lists three
requirements for occupation. First, ttre object
of occupatiou must be a res nullius, but one
capable of being privately owned. Secondly,
the acquirer must have anirnus dom'ini, t}:,e
intention to be the owner of the thing; ald
thirdly, the acquirer must exercise the
neoessary physical control over the thing'
Any witd animaf which has been captured,
regnins its natural state of freedom once it

"rLp"t 
and is no longer in sight, or is still in

sight but dilfrcult to pursue. Tamed animals
regqin their natural state offreedom asi soon

"" 
th"y lose the habit of returning to their

former owners (van der Merwe 1987, 133)'
The nature of legal riChts over wild

animals under the Common Law described
above, bas existed historically for several
centuries, and has its roots in Rornan Dutch
Law. Before the advent of game resenes and
game fences, wildlife was effectively an
unregulated common resource. Predictably'
this led to mass extermination, and tJ:e
extinction of several sPecies.

This state of the law resuited in the
capture and breeding of certain species with

high commercial values. These tended to be
species which could easily be kept within the
confines of a small area and thus protected
from theft, such a.s ostriches and crocodiles-
It is worthwhile noting that, f.ar from
threatening these snimals with extinction,
their commercialization actually guaranteed
their long tBrm survival.

Species such as rhinos and elephaats
presented some diffrculty because of their size
and the nature of their space and food
requtements. In addition, their relative
abundance in the rest of Africa lowered their
value, and therefore detracted from their
commercial viability. The significant drop in
rhino numbers in recent years' has increased
their value and rendred them a commercially
attractive resource. Despite this, production
of rhinos on a scale similar tn that of
ostriches and crocodiles has not taken place.

The South African Law Commission
(1989, 5) notes that farmers have often
experienced problems in proving ownership of
gEune. There appear to be some contradictory
opinions in the literature on the issue of
poaching, but rnost writers argue that the
unlawful taking into possession of wild
anirnals does in fact result in acquisition of
ownership. Thus, as a consequence of the
Common Law, a person can become the legai
olvner of a wild animal by occupotto even
when that possession is taken on someone
else's land (SALC 1989,9). This impiies that
a landowner may be unable to institute an
action for damages against a poacher for the
loss of game.

Two ca,ses illustrate some of the
practicai problems experienced in the past.
TnRi.chter u Du Ploov [1921 OPD 117] (SALC
1989, 15), a farmer hand-reared six
wildebeest, which he then released onto his
800 morgen property. The wildebeest
subsequently wandered onto the land of a
neighbour who shot two of them, chasing
away the others. The owner walt
unsuccessful in his claim against the
neighbour.

In Lamont v HeYns t1938 TPD 221
(SALC 1989, 16), the facts of the case were
slightly different. The farmer bred blesbuck
which he allowed to roam in a 25$300
morgen enclosure. The court heid that an
intruder on the property who shot several
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bleebuck, was guilty of thefL One of the
main reasons given for this decision, which
was contradictory to the decision in the
previous sase, was the smaller size of the
enclosure. The Commission (SALC 1989'
&4) indicates that legal remedies granted to
farmers for theft of game are weak- Any
farmer able to prove possession is entitled to
apply to the court for compensation of not
more than R5,000 in a magistrate's court, or
R20,000 in a regional court. There is no onus
on the court to bring this fact to ttre farmer's
attention, and most farmers do not seem to
be aware that this measure of relief exists.
Aside from this remedy, a poacher can be
convicted for violating & provincial
conserrration ordinance. In the TYansvaal,
the maximum p€nelty for violating an
ordinance is a fine not exceeding R1,500, or
eighteen monttts imPrisonment.

Neither of the above remedies offer just
compensation for the loss of a rhino worth at
least R30,000. Since most landowners allow
their rhinos to roam in fairly extensive areas'
they wouid have some dilficulty in proving
ownership, because of the precedents set in
the csse law. They would therefore be unable
to claim any damages against poachers, who
could only be convicted for the violation of an
ordinance.

It appears that some ordinances are in the
process of revision and that there is a general
move to increase penalties for certain
violations of environmental legislation. The
fact that these regulations may vary
depending on which province the land
happens to be in, as well as whether the area
has a particular consenation status or not.
only serres to compiicate ttre whole legal
issue. Furbhermore, as the South African
Law Commission (1989' 2g points out,
adjustment of the ordinances "can hardly be
regarded as a solution to the problem of theft
of game".

The present state of the law has created
signifrcant incentive problems for landowners.
As an illustration of these, consider the case
of X, a game rancher purchasing a rhino.
Once the rbino is allowed to roam free, the
strength of Ks rights are limited. In the
event of the rhino wandering on to neighbour
Ys properby, Y could claim possession by
shooting it. X may have recourse to the law

if the rhino wa-s originally released into a
relatively small enclosure, but proving
ownership may be diJficult, especially if Y is
also in the business of breeding rhinos.

In practice, tbere have been cases where
wandering white rhinos have been chased
back onto their owner's property by obliging
neighbours. It should aiso be reiatively
simple for X to indicate intention of
ownership by placing an identifying mark on
each rhino (e.g. by using a brand). X may not
want to do this for aesthetic reasons, but
there are likely to be other acceptable meens
of legitimately identifying rhinos as private
prop€rty - theyjust need to be recognized by
the law.

The South African Law Commission
(1989. 28-9) discusses proposed amendments
to the present status of ownership rights to
game. One suggestion is that all wild
animals could be awarded to the state, who
would then transfer ownership to any
"persons displaying an exceptional interest in
and willingness to conserve wild animals on
their land", by making use of a permit
system. The preferred suggestion, however,
is that the Common Law should be amended
so as to allow traditional private law
remedies such as vindicatory action
(recovery), possessory interdicts and action
for damages, thereby assisting owners in the
protection of their Property.

The Commission (SALC 1989, 4&9) goes
on to describe the details of its proposed
amendments. It recommends that a general
measiure be taid down to estabiish whether a
p€rson exercises suffrcient control over a
game to be regarded as its owner, that
ownership of unlawfully caught game shouid
not be transferred to the thief, and that loss
of possession should not denote loss of
ownership. In addition, any owner, lessee or
occupier of land should be granted powers to
search trespassers as well as seize stolen
property under some circumstances.

Although the recognition of private
property rights to game would improve
incentives for private rhino owners, these
rights would remain circumscribed by the
CITES regulations. White rhinos may be
bred and used for tourism and hunting, but
owne6 are powerless to sell their horn on a
legitimate market. Black rhinos pose an even
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greater problem, as they may not even be
used for trophy hunting. South African
conserryation authorities are adamant that ail
black rhinos sbould be bred for conservation
purposes only.

The Rationale for Creati'g Private Rights

There could be some debate as to whether
private prop€rty rights to wildlife should be
recognised. As Dolen (L974,209) points out'
many environmental economists believe "that
the various aspects of the natural
environment shouid be viewed as mult'i-
purpose, multi-user, natural assets, owned in
common".

Is it necessary for wildiife to be owned in
common? There are certsinly some cases
where private ownership becomes virtuaily
impossible. If one considers a migratory bird,
such as s srpnllssT, ttre dilfrculty becomes
apparent. One could att€mpt to claim
ownership of a nesting pair of swallows on
private property, but as Colinvaux (1980'
$*n points out, some birds are denied the
opportunity to breed in certain years because
of territorial limitations. To claim ownership
of a non-breedi.g swallow that spends most
of its time on the wing is certainly a daunting
task.

In the case of rhinos, however, the
situation is somewhat dilferent. Conlinement
of any rhino to a particular area is a practical
possibiliW. Furthermore, the rhino itself has
the characteristics of a predominantly private
good. It can be transferred from one owner to
another and all products obtained from a
dead rhino possess the feature of exclusivity'

Call and Holahan (1983' 452) make the
valid observation that a single production
process often gives rise to multiple outputs'
tUi" frequently results in jointness in
production or cofflumption, which in turn can
generate so-cal led 'external i t ies" '
Externalities, or ext€rnal effects, exist when
certain activities result in costs or benelits
that "spill over" and alfect certain outside
parties. Common examples of externalities
are air and water pollution (as negative
effects) and the benefrts confered to society
by education and heatth services (as a
positive effect).

Call and Holahan (1983' 455) argue that
market failure occurs when joint production
generates exteraal benefrts for which there is
no effective demand. This takes place when
exciusivity is absent from certain aspects of
the production pr@ess, and this fact is often
used as a ratio"ale for public ownership- The
jointness in both production and consumption
of rhinos has been mentioned in the previous
chapter. Altbough rhino goods possess the
characteristic of complete exclusivity, otJrer
forms of value generated by rhinos do not"
Could there b€ sn argument for public
ownership?

It is possible for several tourists to enjoy
the benefit of rhino services at the same time,
aithough the effects of crowding would
effectively impose a iimit on numbers. There
is, however, one benefrt that rhinos can
theoretically confer on 8n infnite number of
people, that of "existence value". This is the
value which people place on merely knowing
that rhinos exist.

Tourism is an industrY which can be
privately regulated, and with the exception of
the positive externality of existence value,
rhinos display characteristics of a private
good. There does not appear to be a strong
argument for public ownership of rhinos, yet
in South Africa 82% of all rhinos are owned
by state conservation agencies- This suggests
that there is scope for improvement in the
current situation through wider recogaition of
private rights in rhinos and an increased
proportion of private ownershiP-

Apart from the fact that private rights
offer greater incentives for the effective
protection and management of properby than
do shared rights, ttrey also form a crucial role
in the functioning of the market mechanism.
I discuss this reiation between property
rights and markets in the chapter on
privatization, and now focus my attention on
the way in which the market acts as a
coordinator and regulator of resourcre use in
society.

4 MARKET REGULATION

Economics is concerned wiih the problem of
resource scarcity and satisfaction of human
wants and needs. Alchian and Allen (1972,3,
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11) poiat out tbat resouroe scarcity is
inevitable, because human wents are
unlimited, and that this in turn impiies that
there must be competition for resouroe use in
any socicty. The way in which these
resouroes are ailocabd is detBrmined by ttre
bype of social orgnni2glien empioyed for the
co-ordination of activities arnong individuals
(Miller and Meiners 1986, 4).

$sulding (19?8, 140) ciassifres types of
social organization into three categories: the
threat system, the exchaage system and the
integrative system. The exchaage system
forms the basis of moet economic behaviour.
Exchenge takes place when ail parties
involved feel that they can benefrt from it
(Boulding 19?8, 165). A market economy is
en economic system characterized by
voluntary exchange (Lipsey 1983, 60-1).
Other economic syst€ms may rely on various
combinations of central planning, commands
and votes to allocate scaroe resources'
whereas market economies achieve this
through the price system.

Prices act as a social control mechanism
by providing information, a.ffecting incentives
and thereby guiding the flow of resources to
their highest valued use Miller and Meiners
1986, 5). This market mechanism of resource
allocation is not without its critics, and it is
thus necessary to consider its possible
,6or1"esrings.

Sociai Welfare

A central insight in microeconomics is that free
exchaage tends to move resources to their
highest vaiued use, in whicb case the allocatioa
of resources is said to be Pareto effrcient
(Cooter Lggl,45n.

Pareto eflicienry is said to occur when an
allocation of resources is such ttrat, when
compared to any other allocation of resources'
"all parties are at least as weil o{f and at
least one of them is actually better ofl"
(Miller and Meiners 1986, 567). Pareto
efficiency should be a desirable objective for
any economic planner, because it impiies
maximization of social welfare.

An economy cannot meet the Pareto
criterion unless the criterion of productive
eflicieacy is also being satisfied (Hyman

19?3, 14-15). Productive e{Iiciency is
accomplished when it is not possible to
increase production of any good or sertice
without reducing the production of some
other good or service.

The Pareto criterion cs" be used to
determine the efficient allocation of resources,
but is incapable of offering a basis to compare
situations that differ in terms of income
distribution. The scop€ of this report does
not extend to issues relating to ini$at income
distributions, but Pareto effrcienry in the
rhino industry can be considered a desirable
goal. This is because it is not only important
that rhinos be allowed to survive in the wild,
luf alss that humans derive the maximum
possibie benefrt from this situation. It thus
needs to be considered whether a Pareto
optimal allocation of rhinos can be achieved
through the market mechanism.

Market Faiiure

Does a system of "free exchange" always
guarantee a Pareto optimal allocation of
resources? This question has received the
attention of many economists concerned with
issues of social welfare. It is generally
accepted that the market mechanism works
efficiently under certain conditions, and less
so when these conditions are not satisfred, in
which case "market failure" could occur.

The existence of market failure is
frequently used as a case for state
intervention, although Wolf (1979, 107)
argues that "this rationale is reaily only a
neoessary, not a sufficient, condition for
poliryformulation.' Coase (1960, 18) believes
that economists and other poliry-makers have
tended to over"estimate the g6vantqgeg of
governmental regulation. Lipsey (1983, 467)
also notes that the word "failure" tends to
convey the wrong impression: "(M)arket
failure does not mean that nothing good has
happened, only that the best attainable
outcome has not been achieved."

Market failure can be viewed in two
different senses. Strictly defiaed, it refere to
allocative inefficiency, but is frequently used
to identify sources of distributional inequity
(Wolf 19?9, 110). My discussion shall
concentrate on the alleged failure of the
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market to achieve effrciencY.
Wolf (19?9, 10&10) considers three

sources of market failure with respect to
efficiency. The frrst is the existence of
externalities and public goods. Most issues in
this cetegoqf are simply property rights
problems, such as those discussed in the
previous chapter. Externalities, absence of
exclusivity and common property rights are
all supposed to result in market failure'

It shoutd be noted, however, that this type
of failure usually exists because certain
property nChts are weak or poorly defined, a
situation which can be rectified by the
creation of recognized private rights. Since
the creation and enforcement of property
rights is the responsibility of government, it
is worth considering whether it is corect to
imply that the market has failed in such
instances, rather than the government'

A particular case of the externality
problem that ha.s received much attBntion
from conservationists as well as econornists,
is the question of transgenerational equity'
This issue, which is one of both allocative
elficiency and equity, arises out of the
concern that the market does not take
sufrcient account of the needs of future
generations (Borcherding 1990). Private
d.iscount rates are supposedly higher than
social discount rates, 1ss'ting to decision-
making which is biased toward t'he present'
rather than tbe future-

The second source of market inadequacy
occuts where increasi.g returns to scale give
rise to the existence of "natural" monopoly'
Thirdiy, there may be certain market
imperfections, caused by a departure from the
normal cbaracteris tics of perfect competition
(Wolf 1979, 110). The model of perfect
competition is a purely theoretical one, and in
t"rtff, all markets are "imperfect" in this
6ense, to at least Some extent.

Miller and Meiners (1986, 314) list the
four conditions under which a theoretically
perfectly competitive market arises' They are
product homogeneity, unconstrained resource
mobility, large numbers of buyem and sellers,
and perfect information- Under these
conditions, no buyer or seller is able to
inlluence price. Although prices are subject
to some inftuspss in reaiiW, this fact only
becomes of importance wben distort'ions are

large enough to have a signifrcant impact on
social welfare.

Hayek (1948, 92-106) criticizes the
extent to which economists ruie the
theoretical model of perfect competition to
determine the elfectiveness of competition in
the real world. Miller and Meiners (1986,
315) make the obsewation that the perfect
competition model is actually characterized
by a lack of rivalry. This stems from the fect
that it is a static model, but Hayek argueg
that competition should be seen as a process'
and "we should worry much less about
whether competition in a given case is perfect
and worry much more whether there is
competition at all."

The two sources of market failure
reiating to naturai monopolies and market
imperfections are both targely conceraed with
the ability of the competitive process to bring
about the functioning of the market syst€m.
Where the process of competition is impeded,
it is necessary to ask whether the market
mechanism has failed itse4 or whether there
are other factors preventing efficient market
solutions.

The ability of the market system to
bring about Pareto eflicient resource
allocation is iimited in certsin caries. Where
property rights are ill-defined and it is not
possible to create specilic and legally
enforceable rights, the effectiveness of the
market msg[anism is reduced. Other
imperfectiors are created when prices do not
reflect tme social values, and when
competitive forces are inhibited.

Value and the Price SYstem

According to Hayek (1948, 77'8),the economic
problem of society is not merely one of how to
allocate "giveu" resourges' but rather "a
problem of how to secure t'be best use of
i"ro*ot known to any of the members of
society, for ends whose reiative importance
only these individuals know." In other words,
it is a problem of the utilization of knowledge
which is widety dispersed in society, and "not
given to anyone in its totality". Hayek (1948'
84) notes that the most efficient way to deal
with this problem, is to ailow flscsatralissfl
decision making, but that "the man on the
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spot' requires additional information "to fit
his decisions into the whole pattem of
changes of the larger economic system".

Hayek (1948, 86) conciudes that the price
system acts as such a 6sg[anis6 for
communicating information, and asserts that
it is important to understand this as its real
function. The information content of prices
can alfect certain behaviour considerably, and
when priceE are distorted, this can have
unfortunate ooDsequences-

How are prices determined? Friedman
(1986, 36) indicatcs that the market
mechanism arranges a triple equality
between Price, tbe cost of production, and the
value to the user. Market forces of demand
and suppiy determine an equiiibrium price at
which the optimal allocation of resources
takes place. There are two instances where
prices cannot be considered equal to value;
one is in the case of rnarket failure, and the
other is wbere intervention in the market
slntem causes a distortion in prices.

Cottrell (19?8, 4) describes two broad
theories of value. One is the production
theory of value, originally developed by the
ciassical economists, including Matx. Marx
assert€d that the value of any product is
equivalent to the value of human labour put
into produging it. This theory has been
recently been criticized as it suggests that
natural resounces have no value of their own'
The production theory has thus been modifred
in recent years, and now asserts that the
value of any good is related to the amount of
energ:f consumed in its production.

Tbe other theory is the consumer theory of
value, according to which the value of a
scarce resource is whatever a consumer is
prepared to pay for it. Cottrell (19?8' 6)
considers that the consumer theory of value
implies an intrinsic value of scarce resources
and is therefore nearer to reality under
present world conditions tban the production
th"oty. Resource economists extend the
consumer theory of value slightly by taking
exteraalities and future values into account'

Sowell (1980, 51) ohserves that value is
uttimately subjective. It is not possible to
objectively determine the value of any good or
seryice ia a laboratory experiment, nor cao
"any poiitical or philosophical process"
determiae a real measure of worth. Value

varies 'not only from person to person, but
from time to time with the same persotr, Artd
varies also according to how much of ttre
given good he already has".

The knowledge of changing values may
be reflected by price changes in a market
economy, and by voting changes or direct
orders in other types of economies (Sowell
1980, 52). Valuee determined in non-market
economies seldom reflect preferences of aII
consumers.

Cottrell (1978, 8). emphasizes the
importance of pricing to reflect value, under
all types of social arrangements:

Whatever the form of the social solution, it
has to be one that recognizes that the
resource, being frnite aud exhaustible in
exteat, thereby has value and because of
this must be priced, in some form or other,
so as to restrict its consumption and to pay
for its care and maintenance.

An e:ramination of the rhino industry
reveals certain discrepancies between pricing
and value. It is only recently that white
rhino prices have begun to reach renlistic
market levels, and the Price-value
relationship of black rhinos still remains
something of an enigma. The reasons for
these discrepancies are not bard to frnd. The
rhino industry is characterized by
intewention with market forces, leading to a
distortion of prices. Additionally, there are
certain natural market imperfections in the
industry that deserve attention, but these
form the lesser part of the problem-

What is the true value of a live rhino?
It is indicated above that rhinos have certain
value to various consumers of rhino goods
and services. It therefore follows that a live
rhino has I coruiumer value equal to the
aggregate sum of its potential uses. Rhinos
are capable ofproviding tourist and hunting
services when alive, &s well ss certaiD goods
once dead. The value of a live rhino could
thus be expected to be higher than any one of
the individual goods and senrices it provides'
This value should be further enhanced by the
fact that live rhinos have the potential to
reproduce, leading to an additional increase
in value.

In reality, Prices of rhino horn and
trophies have been notably higher than live
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rhino prices, although the gap may be
starti.g to close with the advent of the
auction system. Whereas average trophy
prices were six times as much as live rhino
prices in 1982, in 1989, they were slightly
lese than double (See Appendixes 1 and 2).
As subsidized prices have been phased out
over the last few years, price increases have
been dramatic.

Sowell (1980, 182-3) discusses the effects
of price subsidies:

Information about the availability of goods is
distorted ... when the goverament subsidizes
goods. Some of the people consuming a
subsidized good would be unwilling to pay the
cost of it ifthat cost were accurately conveyed
to them in price. Instead, third parties are
forced to pay the cost i:o taxes, regardless of
their evaluation of the good and even
regardless of whetber they ever used it.

. Subsidizrng live white rhino sales has
distorbed the information content of prices.
By bei:og able to pay such low prices, private
landowners could have been ied to believe
that rhinos were in greater supply and more
easily obtainable ttran they actually were. As
a result, rbino owners may not have exercised
as much care in managing their populations
as they might have done if they had paid
higher prices. F\rrthermore, they may have
had the impression t,Lat rhinos would be in
reasonably endless supply, and could
therefore be replaced if used for hunting.

Sowell's discussion on subsidies suggests
ttrat there may be excess demand for a
subsidized good. The Natal Parks Board
previousiy used a waitlisting syst€m to
allocate white rhinos. According to
Meiklejobn (1989), in September 1989 there
were 145 narnes on the standby list, with
appiications for over 1,200 rhinos. The
supply for 1990 is unlikely to exceed 150
animals. Clearly, there is exoess demand,
which would be corrected by the auction
system. Rhinos would be awarded to those
landowners who are able to put them to their
highest valued use.

It couid be argued that if private owners
were to put rhinos to their highest valued
use, tbey would probably have them killed to
remove and sell the horn. In my opinion, this
view is incorect for two reasor$. First, it is

not necessary to kill a rhino to extracr its
hom. Fiske (1988) notes that it would be
possible to cut the horns of a iive rhino every
second year, which would yield a reasonable
harvest. f,,hines could be used for horn
production purposes for the greater part of
their lifespan, after which the horn could be
allowed to grow for trophy purposes. This
could coincide with continued breedi.g.

Secondiy, under present circumstances,
rhino owners would need to engage in black-
market activities to sell the horn. The
diffrculty and risk essociat€d with this wouid
act as a strong disincentive" On ttre other
hand. if the sale of rhino horn was allowed on
an unreguiated basis, the price would
probably drop. This would reduce the
incentive to kill rhinos possessing potential
for breeding and other uses.

Friedman (1986, 45n exPlains why
illegai markets give rise to higher prices. As
a frrst reasion, "(W)hen one input to
production is eliminated, substitutes become
more valuable'; thus when the legai
production of horn is stopped, the alternative
method of poaching has to be employed, and
therefore yields higher rewards, while
pushing up costs. Secondly, "handling of
information" also becomes more costly
because of the risk of detection. This implies
that in order for African rhino horn to reach
its destination in Asia, it may have to pass
through the hands of more middlemen tian
would normally be the case, and that
additional exp€nses would need to be
incured to acquire black market information.
These factors would tend to create
abnormally high prices.

Under a syst€m of market-regulated
pricing, it is likely that prices of live rhinos
would increase, and that prices of rhino horn
would drop somewhat. With no inapprop
riate government interference, any inability
of the price system to prevent the continued
exploitation of the rhino would arise out of
certain imperfections inherent in the rhino
market itself.

Baumol and Oates (1979, 119-20)
describe some situations where prices do not
reflect true social values. One instance is
where an individual may view an investment
as a greater risk ttran society would, and is
discussed below under the section on
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extraction and investment decisions" The
second relates to certain externalities' an
important aspect in the issue of rhino
conservation. fl,hines may bave existence
value to certain persoui who are not users of
shine gssds and services.

One can distineuisb between the present
intangible benefits people derive from rhinos,
and those vaiues that future generations may
obtain. In the case of the former, narmchair

consenrationists" are likely to derive a certain
amount of pleasure simply from ttre
knowledge that there are still rhinos living
somewhere out in the wild. It is very dilfrcult
to measure the exact value of a rhino to such
& p€rson, although ttre total of aII
contributions made to wiidlife consenration
charides may indicate the aggregat€ values'

It is also possible for rhinos to have
negative existence values. A rurai peasant
may regard wild rhinos as a threat to safety,
or may perceive them as the property of a
ltourist elite", usurping potentially vaiuable
agriculturat land. Owen-Smith (198O
indicates that such negative existence values
are indeed Prevalent in many rural
communities. Ttrus, in countries where rural
peasants outnumber armchair consenration-
Gtt, aggt"gate exisience values are likely to
be negative (i.e. in ell African countries).

Existence values to future generations are
also termed "options values". The importance
of conserving biotic diversiW for future
generations is a subject ofconstant concern to
conservationists (Huntley 1989). It is
considered desirable to maints'in the widest
possible diversity of species and intraspecific
varieties. While it is obvious that the
prevention of the extinction of any species is
desirable, it is not clear to what extent such
d.iversity needs to be maintsinsd within a
species.

Anderson (1983) discusses the points of
view of two different authors on the subject of
genetic consen'ation in rhino populations'
bne author believes that the minimum size of
a population that is to be viable in the long
terrn is 500 individuals, whereas the other
regards fifff adult pairs as being suffrcient"
It appears that certain consewationists are
r."pti"at even of g;1s higher estimate, and
believe that a total population in excess of
2.000 individuals is desirable (Brooks 1989)'

The question of genetic diversity wittrin
both rhino species and subspecies seems to
be important, but to what extent, is not
known. It appears to be virtually impossible
to determine the exact minimum size of a
genetically safe population, thus impeding
the ability of the price system to clearly
reflect the value of genetic diversity. This
highlights the problem of imperfect
knowledge inherent in the price mechanism
(Baumol and Oates 1979' 120). The price
system is thus, likely to improve upon, but
not completely resolve, the issues currently of
concern to conservationists.

Competition

McNulty (1968, 639) observes that ttre
principie of competition is "so basic to
economic reasoning that not even such
powerful yet diverse critics of orthodox theory
as Marr and Keynes could avoid relying on
it". As indicated above, the existence of
competition is inherent in a society of limited
resources and unlimited wants. Furthermore,
competition is the driving force behind the
market mechanism. When economists refer
to market forces, they are in fact referring to
a product of the competitive process"

In competitive markets, producers that
choose the best combination of output
qualities, guantities, and price will survive,
forcing other producers to imitate if they also
wish to survive (Miller and Meiners 1986'
414). This state of aJfairs is analogous to the
biological maxim of "survival of the fittest".
This mechanism is, however, unable to
function efliciently when entry into ttre
market is restricted. As Miller and Meiners
(1986, 343) point ouf "we usually define a
competitive industry in terms of conditions
that mean the lack of control over price"'
Those conditions are met by "the freedom of
any frrm to enter into or exit from the
industry".

Microeconomics textbooks frequently
compare ttre two theoretical extremes of
competition, perfect competition and pure
monopoly (Miller and Meiners 1986, 377-81)"
Neither model provides an accurate
indication of situations commonly found in
the real world. Baumol (1982) proposes that
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instead of using the model of perfect
competition, which is a given static market
structure, economists should examine the
potential threat of competition in a given
market structure.

This notion of "contestability" can be used
to evaluate the potential of competition as a
reguiating force in any market" irrespective of
the number of producers. The keY to
determining contestabiliW is ease of entry
and exit. A reaiization of this fact has led to
a fairly substantial body of literature on sF
called "barrierg to entry". Unfortunately, a-s
Fisher (19?9, 23) remarks, "the analysis of
bariers to entry is the single most
misunderstood topic in the analysis of
competition and monopoly". He points out
that true barriers to entry exist only "when
entry would be socially benefrcial but is
somehow prevented".

Rice (198?, 2&9) examines some of the
literature on barriers to entry, and makes an
observation similar to that of Fisher.
Agsor'ding to these authors, the reievance of
examining barriers to entry must stem from
the fact that they have an effect on social
welfare and effrcienry. Any "obstacles" to
entry such as high initial caPital
requirements, the reputation or superior
effrciency of established competitors and
product differentiation, are not "barriers" tlrat
need be of any conoern. They are faced by ail
producers seeking to enter an industry.

Obstacles tbat are not inherent in the
nature of an industry are created when
producers enioy legal protection against
competition. Leach (1989) highlights the
distinction between legally protected
industries and those that are simply subject
to rnarket regulation. He considers that
monopolies can be classified either as
statutory or market share monopolies'
depenrling on whether they receive any state
protection or not.

Market share monopolies are subjected to
at least some threat of entry, and are
therefore not able to exercise as much market
power as the textbook monopoly model might
imply. An exception to this case would be the
existence of a natural monopoly, where it
may not be feasible for a competitor to enter
the industry. This situation would occur
where a particular market is best serwed by

a single producer (Leach and Vorhies 1989).
On the other hand, statutory monopolies are
legally protected against entry, and are thus
able to use their monopoly power to adiust
output and price levels to their advantage.

The only types of entry barriers that
should be of coacern to economists are those
that deliberately impede market forces.
Legal protection against competition would
appear to be uqiusti{ied in most, if not all
cases. The existence of a natural monopoly
may provide grounds for some sort of
government intervention, but does not justify
any protection against competition.

The rhino industry is certainly not a
natural monopoly. The South African Law
Commission (1989, 6) notes that there are
1,100 game farmers in the Transvaal alone.
Buys (1987) reports over ninety privately
owned white rhino populations in South
Africa. Even the black rhino popuiation in
this country is divided amongst several
different conservation agencies within the
public sector.

The control exercised over black rhino
populations in South Africa by the public
sector amounts to a statutory monopoly in
the form of a state supported cartel. There
are certainly barriers to entry created by the
unwillingness of the state agencies to sell
black rhinos to private individuals, and by
the restrictions imposed by CITES and
various consenration authorities on tbe
transportation and trade of these animals.

Although the rhino horn market is
presently illegal, the state agencies have the
potential to create a statutory monopoly in
the trade of horn, with barriers to entry of a
similar nature to those above. Although the
public sector does not have exclusive control
over the white rhino market, it does own
some 80o/o of the South African population,
and would therefore be able to exercise at
least some power over the entire industry
within the country.

Is the extent of state involvement and
monopoly power in the rhino industry at all
signilicant? The possession of monopoly
power allows producers to vary both output
and prices. The traditional model predicts
that monopolistic producers will increase
prices and decrease output levels relative to
competitive industries (Miller and Meinere
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1986,380). Since state conservation agencies
tt"""'oot traditionally been involved in profrt
seeking activiff, excessive prices have not
been clarged. As I have rnentioned above'
prices charged for live whitB rhino have in
iact been too low in relation to market-
determined Prices.

In the case of output, it must be noted
that rhino production can only be performed
by rhinos themseives. Rhino "producers" are
ooly ropoosible for managing the production
prmess to ensure tha't it t:kes place as
lmcientty as possible- Thomson (1986' 18G
96) sugglsts that black rhino production in
SoutbJi Africa has not been particularly
efflcient in the Past, and that some
populations are known to have actually
i""o*"d quite substantially' Anderson
(1983, 48) notes that from 1970 to 1983 the
white rhino PoPulation could have
tlreoretically increased tn 7,250 individuals'
but in fact oniy reached 4,000' (There were
5,000 at the time of writing)'

,ds Buys (198D has pointpd out' -white
vhins pumb€rs have been adversely affected
by the actions of the private sector' But it is
iicorrect to attribute suboptimal population
increases to private sector activity alone' If
Vlncent (196-9) is conect in estimating the
Umfolozi white rhino population at 650
i"ai"ii""f" in 1960, and Anderson (1983' 47)
is conect in estimating a potential 10%
growth rate, numbers could have been
Lcreased to in excess of 11,000 at the time of
writing. It is ceriainly true that-many white
rbinos have been shot for trophy hunting' but
under eflicient management it is not
nec€ssary for this to have any impact on
breedinglratee. Surpius males q'nd older non-
fe*ite iidivid"als could be used for hunting'

An increase in competition would be most
likeiy to tead to the more efficient production
oi-tiioo", as well as price levels that wouid
provide & more accurat€ reflection of market
iooaitioo". Although the white rhino market
is already quite competitive' the black rhino

-"tt"t 
is etfectively a statutory monopoly'

Allowing competition in this sector of the
industrY can be desirable'

While increased competition is likely tn
,"rJt in more efficient production' it is also
Utety to result in more effrcient use' Many
conservationists may be concerned that this

wouid mean a greater exploitation of rhinos
for trophy hunting and other rhino goods' To
establisb whether private owners are likely to
produce more live rhinos or not, it is
necessary to examine the types of decision-
making processes employed by a rational
investor.

Extraction and Investment Decisions

Resource economists have developed rigorous
models for optimal extraction of both
renewable and non-renewable resources' Any
renewable resource is capable of being
harvested on a sustainable basis at an
optimum rate. Hartwick and Olewiler (1986'
iAS-An show that if the reproductive and
growth characteristics of a species are known'
it i" possible to determine an optimum
haryesi rate under various conditions' using
mathematical methods' Tbe maximum
sustainable yieid of most animal species is
achieved at a population level signifrcantiy
Iower than the carrying capacity of their
habitat.

It is thus possible to calculate the
socially optimal rate of resource extraction'
but in practice, private decision makers are
likely to perform different calculations' To
demonstratp the way in whicb the private
decision-making process may lead to results
diverging from the social optimum' I consider
the .*"t of three separate individuals
involved in the rhino industry' The first is a
rhino horn trafficker, the second, a poacher'
and the third, a game farmer contemplating
an investment in white rhinos'

I assume that the rhino horn tralficker
purchases horn from poachers, and then
smuggles it out of Africa and into Asia' where
it is-siia to a local dealer' I also assume that
rhino horn smuggiing is a competitive
business, which is openly coatestable (apart

from tJre fact that it is illegal)'
The trafficker is in a similar position to

any person faced witb a decision of optimal
resour@ extraction. Since the rate of
extraction is partially determined by the rate
of production as well as market stmcture' it
is important to take these factors into

"..oottt. 
It is worth noting that the current

rate of rhino Production bas been
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siguificq''tiy lower than the extraction rate
for at least the past thirfy years, and that the
market is quite competitive, with many
dillerent poachers and dealer:rs involved.

The traftrcket's position can thus be
likened to that of a miner, extracting a non-
renewable, co[lmon property resource. Solow
(1974,4) describes how the optimai extraction
of non-renewabie resouroes could take place.
Extraction would take place at the least
costly souroe frre! until it is exhausted. The
next least costly sourrce would then be used,
and this process would gssrinus until tbe
resource is completely exhausted. As the
resource becomes scarcer, however, its net
price would rise exponentially; extraction
would become more exp€nsive, and therefore
gradually slow down.

An examination of past trends of rhino
hom extraction reveals a similar pattern'
Less secure (and therefore less costly) sources
of hor:n have tended to be exploited first,
followed by better protected sources. Prices
have also experienced the forecasted dramatic
increases. The trend is reflected by the
observation of Martin and Vigne (1988, 23)'
that Taiwanese are starting to buy rhino
hom for i:rvestnent Purposes.

If this current trend continues, one could
expect prices to rise and extraction to
continue at a decreasing, yet persistent rate'
up to the point where rhino extraction costs
exceed the benefrts, and the demand is
choked off to zero (Solow L974,4). Whether
this cessation of demand would occur at a
population level above the critical species

-ioi-o*, 
would depend on the opportunities

faced by the trafficker.
The trafrcker would consider the potential

cost and benefits, and weigh these up against
the risk of getting caught. It is crucially
importa-nt to comprehend the relationship
beiween these factors. A high penalty rnight
be insuffrcient to discourage illegal dealings
if the risk of detection is low.

.dg an example, the traffrcker mey be able
to purchase horns from an African poacher
for R2,500 each and then sell tbem in Hong
Kong for 20,000 US dollars (about R50,000)'
tfadditionei transport expenses ofR10,0@ (a
liberai estimate) were incurred, four horns
could yield a profit of R180,000. If the fine
for smuggling was R100,000 per horn, one

might expect this to act as an adequate
disincentive to any tralficker; yet if the
probability of detection is reasonabiy low, the
penalty could be wholly inadequate.

Smuggling rhino horn need not be a
particulariy challenging task. Since horns
are not excessively bulky, and can even be
cut into small pieces or ground into powder
form, it should be a reiratively simple exercise
for a professionai smuggier to move a
package offour horns across borders (Lategan
1990, interview). If the tra.fficker reckoned
with a 10% chance of getting caught, the
options faced would be as follows:

OPTION 1
Do not attempt the deal; no net gain or loss.

OPTION 2
Attempt the deal, in which case there may be
one of two outcomes:

A Success (Probability = 0.9); Sain
R180,000 or

B Failure @robabilitY = 0-1); lose
R400,000.

Brealey and MYers (1984, 209-13)
demonstrate that, given the above variables,
the better option can be determined by using
decision tree analysis. Using tbis technique,
the expected net gain under option 2 is:

(0.9 x R180,000) - (0.1 x R400,000) =
R162,000 - R40,000 = R122,000

Under the above circumstances, it is most
worthwhile to attempt the deal. This
example sbould demonstrate the importance
of the tra.ffrckey's expectations of getting
caught.

The same analysis can be appted to the
alternatives faced by a poacher. If the
poacher is an employee of a game reserte (as
is frequently the case), the direct cost of
poaching may be virtually zero. If the horn
could be sold for R2,500, the fine for poachi"g
is equivalent to R50,0@ per thins, and the
probability of getting caught is estimated at
2% (inside information reduces the chance of
detection), the options faced would be:
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OPTION 1
Do nothing; no net gain or loss'

OPTION 2
Aitempt poaching one rhino' which couid
result in:

A Success (probabiliW = 0'98); gqin R2'500
or

B Failure (Probabiliff = 0'02); Iose
R50,000.

The expected net gain under Option 2 works
o"f to nl,aSO. f tft" probability of failure
*"" io.t"*ed to 5%, however' there would be
an expect€d net loss of R125' A slight
increase in the risk of detection could have a
rnot" ptofound efrect tha'n a large increase in
the penaltY for Poaching'

Io an extreme case where a rural
peasanf,s family is faced "vith starvation'
I""" tU" risk of the deat'h penalty is an
insuffrcient deterrent. If the peasant
rrt".nL"t to poach sas thine' tbe entire fumily
.oJa"pot"ibly receive the equivalent of a
yeay's income. If this attempt ls not
-successful, the remainder of the family may
.tiU U."" a cbance to survive' In this
io"t"rr"", the risk of getting shot would have
to be at least greater t'han 50% to act as a
signilicant detenent'

The incentives to engage in poaching and
smuggiing activities are gr€at' as lgng as t}te
pt"-UTUifiiv of detection is low' Increasing

i.".fti"" 
-for these activities is a reiatively

ineffective meti:r:d of tackling the problem'
In the above examples, I only consider the

pe"aity of a fine, to demonstrate the effective
choice-that has to be made' It should be
noted, bowever, that as fines are raised to
nign"" levels, most offenders would be unable
to alford tJrem, and would therefore be

subjected to prison sentences' This may not
Ue a aaunting bardship to a hungry peasant'

and ultimatety society may have to bear both
the loss of a rhino and the costs of a
prisone/s maintenance'

Apart from the frnancial incentives to

"og"!" 
in illegal dealing, both the rhino horn

t""?if."" 
"od 

tU. poacher are faced with the
fact that, oa the black market' rhinos amount
to common properfy. As Mentis (1989) aptly

points out, "if Sam doesn't bag the rhino
td"y, Ahmed will tomorrow"' There are thus
,roi ottty incentives to poach rhinos and sell
their horn, but also incentives to do it sooner
rather than later. Under the present
circumstanoes' pressure to poach vulnerable
rhinos is considerable'

If illegal participants in the rhino
industry have incentives to extract rhinos as
quickly as possible, wby should any private
ii"".tlt oo1 do the same? Intuitivelv' the
irttit"."o" must be related to the nature of
private rights vis-a-vis common prop€rcy'
'private investors bear the loss of a rhino as
an additional cost, whereas poachers do not"
Whether the loss of the value of a live rhino
is a sulfrcient deterrent or not' depends on
certain other factors, which desenre serious
consideration.----- 

My discussions on value have' up to this
point, iargely ignored the time value of
money. Hoo'"ln"t, as Brealey- and Myers
tlgga, 11) point out, "(A) dollar tldav is
worth more than a dollar tomorrow' because
the dollar today can be invested to start
earning interest immediately"' For this
,"""otl it is necessary to discount future
values, using an appropriate rate' in order to
determine their Present values'

The discount rate used often has a
critical effect on investment decisions'
Brealey and Myers (1984, 12) suggest ttrat an
assessment of any potential investment can
be effectively performed by the determination
of its "net present value" NPV)' This net
pt"t""t lr"lo" c&n be calculated bY

subtracting the required investment sum
from the present value' If the NPV thus
Jeterminei is positive, the investment is
loo*n*ftif.; if NPV is negative, it should not
be attemPted.

Discounting is the oPPosite of

compounding (Ifirtwick & Olewiier 1986' 4)

and it follows that future values diminish
ove, time as the cumulative discount rate
increases. The higher t'he rate' the more
rapidly future values diminish' It follows
ttrat tow discount rates reflect con'fidence in

the future, and &ne used for low risk
in*,estmettts, whereas high rates reflect high
,i"t , .oa require rapid tetutn" for NPV to be
positive.

Both Anderson (1983, 4&51) and Fiske
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(1988) suggest that farming rhinos on a
commercial basis could yield significant
returns. The assumption theY make,
however, is that rhino products could be sold
on a legal market, which is not the case-
Currently, private owners can only use their
(white) rhinoe for tourism and hunting
purposes, both of which require the additional
component of rhino habitat. There is iittle
incentive for intensive captive breeding of
white rhinos, as this requires costly feeding
techniques which only senre to increa-se
overhead expenses.

Bearing in mind that intensive breeding is
probably not viable in the absence of a
legitimate market for rhino products, one
should consider whether the incentives for
"private conservationn &re great enough
under present circumstances. Gordon (1958'
IL?- points out that "the degree of
conservation will depend on tlte expectations
of the resouroe ownel€", and Soiomon (1986'
133) adds that

(W)hen we believe our future rights to be
threatened, our present behaviour towards
them is inevitably alfected, usually in ways
that are inimisal to conservation.

Returning to the example of the game
farmer considering investment in white
rhinss, it is likely that future expectations
will have a decisive effect on whether the
animals are harrrested immediateiy, or
allowed an opportunity to breed. The
discount rate used will ultimately determine
whether white rhinos are a viable long term
investment or not. Since the discount rate is
a reflection of risk, it is Decessary to
contempirate possible souroes of risk to the
farmer.

The liketihood of theft is the rnain source
of risk for owners of white rhinos. Whether
this occurs by poaching, or by another
ownership claim if the rhiuo wanders off ttre
property, there is a significant risk that the
loss of value would not b€ adequately
compensated, because of the unsatisfactory
provisions of the Law. Unless there are three
or rnore males in the herd, the farmer risks
Iosing the entire heeding potential through
the loss of a single bull. tffith no legal goods
market available, tbe farmer can either sell

trophies or establish a breeding herd and use
it for tourism PurPoses.
16s hssrling alternative might be followed if
the farmer has 8n estabiished tourist-
orientated operation, or is planning to have
one, and when prices of live slinnln 61s
expected to iocrease to an acceptable extent.
On the other hand, if the risk of loss iE
perceived to be high, and there are suJlicient
short term rewards, the farmer is likely to
sell the rhinos as troPhies.

In the same way that t.Le probability of
detection has a greater inJluence on the
actions of tra.ffrckers and poachers, the
discount rate provides the key to farmey's
hawesting decisions. Since a reduction in
risk reduces the discount rate, the greatest
impact on farme/s decisions can be achieved
by reducing perceived risk.

An example of the importance of future
expectations and perception of risk is
provided by Ilsley (1989, 2A-5\, an ivory
trader who recently disinvested from the
market. Alttrough the ivory trade was still
legitimate at the time of his withdrawal from
the industry, his future expectations led him
to his actions.

In my previous discussion on
shortcomings of the price system, I have
indicated that certain dilferences between
sociat and private discount rates tend to
undermine the ability of prices to allocate
resources effectively. Under present
circumstances, private rat€s are certainly
higher than social rat€s, but this situation is
one that could be corected through a
reduction of private risk.

Would the calcuiations of Private
investors dilfer greatly from a social
cost:benefrt analysis performed by a resource
economist if the identical di"count rates wer€
used? I have indicated above that, in the
case of the rhino industry the oniy source of
value not likely to be reflected in private
assessments is that of societal existence
value. I have also indicated that this type of
value could be classified as either crrrrent
existence value, or future options value,
depending on whether the benefrts accrrre to
present or future generations ofsociety.

In reality, current existence value can
be disregarded, as it is at best, indeterminate,
and most likely to be negligible or even
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negative if taken as an aggregate of the

"otir" 
Soutb African population (a'ssuming

ttrat this could be regarded as a pro:ry for
"society"). Additionaily, at least some
existence value is reflected bY the
contributiong of non-profit consenration
agencies, such as the Rhino and Elephant
Foundation, which provide assistance towards
the protection of rhino sPecies.

Future options value is also indeterminate
because of the inhereat lack of knowledge
about the future, but this does not mean that
it i8 necessarily insignificant. Tbe
uncertainty surrounding the issue of genetic
diversity provides a further complication' It
is thus d.iffrcult to predict both the measure of
importance that rhinos may have to future
generations of society, as well'as the exact
number of rhinos tJrat present generations
need to maintaiu, for any future values to be
realized.

It would app€ar' therefore, that the
presence of future options values represents
the oniy potentially signifrcant divergence
between private and social costs in a
privatized rhino industry. If the market
mecha.nism wer€ to fail in providing for ttre
needs of society, it would probably be in the
provision for future generations'

5 PRIVATIZATION

A combination of the knowlefue gained
tbrough a study of property rights and
market regulation has led to the recent
development of the so'called "t'heory of
privatization". The basic principle of this
ih.o.y is that industries piaced in the hands
of private owners' and not regulated or
protected by government, should perform
more efiiciently in meeting the needs of
society than would enterprises owned by the
state. Many of the principles underlying this
theory have been discussed in the previous
two chapters, and I therefore tura my
attention to some of the broader aspects of
privatization"

Basic Privatization Theory

Kent (198?, 1G'12) discusses the rationale for

privatizing state-owned enterprise' He
s uggests four reasons why privatized indust'rry
is desirable. First, people wanting goods and
services provided by the government should
pay the full costs for them; secondly,
competitive production in the private sector is
tikely to be more effrcient and thus less costiy
than government provision; thirdly,
corlsumers are likely to be most satisfied
when they are faced with a variety of
alteraative producers; and frnally, unleashing
ttre entrepreneurial skills in the private
sector will result in new innovations and
improved technologies.

Leach and Vorhies (1989) suggest tJrat,
in addition to these reasons' privatization can
be used to increase government revenue'
promote economic growth, spread share-
ownership democracy, and depoliticize
managerial decision-making.

Pirie (1985, 1-6) argues that ttre main
rationale for privatization has been provided
by "the recognition that private progratnmes
at" subject to economic disciplines, and
respond to choices made by the benefrciaries
of these programmes", whereas the public
sector "expresses ttre priorities of legisiators
and bureaucrats". He goes on to discuss the
performance of the pubtic sector, and
considers that recent evaluations have
indicated that it is "afllicted by a number of
serious economic and institutional problems"'

Pirie (1985, G'13) describes ten basic
problem areas which have emerged from an
Lxamination of public sector operations'
These areas can be briefly summarized as
follows:

L Productinn costs
Research has consistently shown that,
on average, public sector production
costs are much higber' This is
attributed to the fact t'hat there are
stronger, market-induced pressures to
keep these costs down in the private
sector.

2 ElftciencY
Research has shown similar trends in
the case of effrciency; pubtic operations
use higher manpower levels and make
less effrcient use of machinery' Once
again, the lack of ttre competitive
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discipiine is cited as a Plausible
explnnation.

3 Lobour oos&
The monopoly power possessed by many
public sector operations tends to increase
their vulaerabitity to the pressures which
increase labour costs. This is because a
lack of alternatives gives additional power
to labour unions in wage negotiations.

Capital cr,st
Public sector operations tend to skimp on
capital spending and favour current
spending instead, often as a result of
politicai pressures to maintain labour
forces and the extent of services in the
face of budget cuts. As a result, there is a
far greater incidence of caPital
obsolescence.

Consumer input
Since public sector enterprises ar€ not
directly responsive to consumer decisions,
and can often oniy be inlluenced by the
remote method of electoral control, tJrey
frequently serve the interests of their
workforce more than the interests of their
customers. A clear indication of this is the
shorter hours of availability of many
publicly provided services.

Innau otion and flaibilitY
Because public operations t€nd to deal
witJr customers ia broad categories, such
operations tend to disregard any
individual consumer preferences. Private
frrms adapt quickly to changing market
conditions in order to mai'rtain the
competitive edge, whereas Public
operations change far more slowly, and
employees generally resist this change
where possible.

Decision'mahing
Private sector decisions are based largely
on economic factors, whereas public sector
decisions are frequently influenced by
politicat considerations. Consequently,
lublic sector decisions tend to ignore the
supply and' demand realities of the
markeL

8 Condition of equiPment
Since public sector eguipment is not
owned by the peoPle using it, it is
seldom treated with the care and
attention that is afrorded to privately
owned ProPerbY.

9 Intnrruption of seruicn
Although govelsment Provision is
usually regarded as Decessary for the
uninternrpted supply of public services,
in practice intermption is less likely to
ocsur when such senrices arle provided
by the private sector. Reasons for this
are reiated to the monopolistic nature of
state enterprises, and the resultant lack

. of alternative suppliers. Private frrms
are subjected to the disciPline of
existing and potential competition.

10 Sesponsiueness to cost control
Private sector costs are controlled
competitively, and managent have
incentives to keeP costs as Iow as
possible. Public sector activities are
financed out of taxation, and funds are
allotted by a process of lobbying. Cost
controls are seldom effective; public
senrants have little interest in reducing
costs, and often have interests in
increasing them. The public sector is
placed under continuing pressure to
expand, and increase costs.

Pirie (1985, 14-19) g(rs on to discuss
certain attempts made by the public sector to
overcome these problems, and concludes that
they have been largely unsuccessful. Most of
the problem areas mentioned are inherent
products of the structures of stste enterprise,
and can only be solved bY aPPlytnc
techniques of privatization. The selection of
specific techniques would be determined by
the characteristics of the industry in
question.

Vickers and Yarrow (1988, 3) describe
the theoretical rudiments of privatization
theory. The first factor to consider is the
nature of ownership. This issue is important'
because of the dilference between the
incentives created by private and public
ownership structures. The type of structure
affects bot'h the objectives of management

6
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and systems of monitoring managerial
performance. It thus follows ttrat a change in
property rights could materially affect
managerial behaviour.

"The efliciency implications of these
changes in.incentives depend very much upon
the competitive and regulatory environment
in which a given frrm operates" (V'ickers and
Yarrow 1988, 3). It could even be argued
that i.he elements of competition and
regulation are more crucial to the success of
privatization policies tha-n ownership itself'
Kay and Thompson (1986, 31) support the
view that a lack of competition thwarts the
effectiveness of a change in ownership.

Privatization in ttre Rhino Industry

It is clear that privatization theory is ba'sed
to a large extent on tbe property rights and
market theories discussed in the two previous
chapters, and it is therefore worthwhile to
reflect on some of the issues raised' The
most importa-nt factors in the case of the
rhino industry appes'r to be the strength of
properff rights and the extent to which
market regulation affects ttre decisions of
those involved in the industrY.

Tbe strength of rights to rhinos alfects the
extent to which they are valued by their
owners. Weaker rights tend tn reduce value,
because tley increase the element of risk'
They also make rhinos more susceptible to
invasions. Rights can be strengtlrened by the
grantiog of greater legal recognition' Rhinos
are capable of being owned privately; they
possess the characteristics of predominantly
private goods; the only notable "public" goods
a,spects are certain intangible existence
values.

Whether it is necessary for rhinos to be
owned "by the public" is an issue that
deserves serious consideration. Not only are
the collective a-spects of rhino ownership
limited, but t,Le concept of public ownership
has recently come under attack from a
number of critics. Adie (1989, 117), for
example, expresses tbe opinion that public
ownership is a misnomer, since there is no
evidence of any of the normal benefits of
ownership being confened on the public' It

would be more correct to say that public
enterprises are owned by nobody, and that
control is effectively exercised by government
employees who Possess the right to
approprirate residual fund-s.

Rothbard (1988, 26q is particularlv
criticat of stat€ ownership of natural
resources. He argues that since

government bureaucrats control but do not
own the resource 'owned' by government,
they have no incentive to maximize or even
consider the long-run value ofthe resource.

He continues to claim that:

it should not be surprising that every
isstance of'overuse' aod destruction of a
natural resour@ has been caused, oot by
private property rights in natural resources'
but by government iaten'ention or crippling
of such a market.

In the case of the rhino industry' stgte
ownership has led to the elimination of ttre
rhino goods market. As I have mentioned in
the chapter on property rights, the logical
approach to ttre cunent predicament would
be to suppiy Asian markets with rhino
products on a renewable and sustainable
basis. The reason why poiicy-makers have
not followed this alternative is probably
related to the fact that they do not need to
bear the full costs of ttreir decisions- Since it
appears that there is considerable public
pres"ot" ta protect rhinos in tbe "traditional
way", const;wation officials are likely to yieid
to this, rather than advocate any
controversial alternative methods.

I have indicated that the only rationale
for state ownership of rhinos is the collective
nature of various existence values, although
this reasou is not sulfrcient in itself. It would
be possible for the state to encourage
production of rhinos by the private sector by
contracting out, for exampie- While it could
well be argued that government should be
responsible for ensuring that rhino species
are saved from extinction, it does not
necessarily follow ttrat rhinos need to be
state-owned ProPertY.

In terms of social welfare, it appeas
that ttre current poiicies being pursued leave
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much room for improvement' Taking the
rri"* that 'society" extends beyond the
Uoia"tt of Soutb Africa, one cannot say that
a ban on rhino products is benefrcial to a
msioiff of peopie. The only benefrts
p"o"ia"a bv thl cur:rr:nt poliies are reaPed bl

"ti-io"f 
elements. There is productive

ineftrciency because productive potential is
being wasied, a:rd consequentiy, the Pareto-
optiit"i allocation of resources is not being
achieved-

A market-related pricrng system would
assist in achieving a tnre reflectioo of rhino
values. In this PaPer, I support the consumer
tU"oty of value, while acknowledglng t'hat tbe
price system may not always be capable of
-pt""iai"g for the needs and preferences of
iuture g:enerations. It is worth noting'
howevei that the public sector may be just as
incapabte of assessing future needs as the
private sector, unless governments have
-."L"t to certain information that markets do
not.

superficial examination of possible

"o*o-"i 
values of live rhinos suggests that

provision of rhinos for future generations
would take place automaticglly in a market-
regulated economy. Since the demand for
iii:rtjooa" and serwices is fairly substantial
and likely to remain so, the market- would
ot"t fot the needs of both present and future
consumers by ensuring the continuedsurvival
of rhino sPecies-

For tle market sYstem to function
correctly, it would be necessary to allow
competitive forces to operate, 

"rrd ! remove
superfluous barriers to entry' The state
snoUa not b€ allowed to exercrse any
monopolY Power over the industry'-C"-p",iii"n 

would promote more eflicient

"ioa""tio" 
and use of rhinos' as well as

ionovations and improvements in t'hese areas'
-J 

*-p"titive market would lead to a drop
in the price of rhino horn, and discourage
iff"g"f itade. A combination of competition
and private ownership would "tso -result 

in

al" S;d""l evolution of more effrcient anti-
pot "li"S techniques, which would increase
l"i of d-"etection and t'hereby act as a further
a"t"tt""t. Future expectations of rhino
orro"o would be improved t'hrough greater

t"*s"lti"" of private tirlb and the
pi-"ni..o of expanding product markets'

This would hetp to lower private discount
rates and encourage breeding rat'her than
exploitation.

The relationshiP between Private
property rights, market pricing and
competition G manifest' Waters (1987' 103)
;;"; that "the beneficial resulta of
*-p.tltio" ":ra 

price signals . cannot be
acbieved unless effective ownership rights are
esteblished". Alcbian (1987, 1031) elaborates
on this Point

For the decentralized coordiqatiou of
productive specialization to work well' "' in
-a society with diffused k'uowledge' people
must have secure' alienable private property
rights in productive resources and products
tradeable at mutually agreeable prices at low
costs of negotiating reliable contractual
trausactions.

Demsetz (1964, 16-1n chims that in
certain cases' poticing costs can be so high "as
to cause additional complications"' He argues
that in such ca.ses, the effectiveness of the
i"it"t mechanism is reduced because of
insuffrcient recogrition of legai rights' "The
value of what is being traded depends
crucially on the rights of action over the
pfii"i commodity and on how economicallv
ihese rights are being enforced"'

Ir: thiR analYsis is correct' one can
conclude that there is one crucial role that
ao"t o*a to be played by government' and
that is the recognition and enforcement of
private property rights' It is -obvious 

t'bat
ifti" roie has not been particularly well
fulfilled in the past' Indication of this is
provided by the comments of the South
ffrio" Law Commission (1989, 1' 52\'
expressing criticism of the unsatisfactory
t"Sal p.ot€ction alforded to owners of game'
* well 8s t.Le serious shortage of
consenation law enforcemeut oflicials'

It is therefore necessary to consider
whether the rhino problem has in fact been
caused by market failure, or whetber it is not
rather the result of "goverament failure"'
Since ttre market is stitl managing to provide
some Asian consurners with rhino horn' it
would seem more correct to say tbat
government has failed to Prevent
uncontrolled resource use'

To eliminate the source of this failure'
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government may need to review its position
in the rhino industry. Cooter (1987' 459)
makes the obsewation that "the role of
government in lubr icat ing pr ivate
agreements, rather than issuing commands,
is much favoured in the contemporary
economic oo6snstanding of regul,ation". An
appropriate poiicy for govetnment would
therefore be to withdraw from direct
parlicipation in the industry, a.nd use other
means to encourage the continued private
production of rhinos.

My treatment of the rhino problem has
thus far used the concept of the rhino
industry as qn abstraction, and altlough I
conclude that it is desirable tn "privatize the
rhino industryn, in practical terms this is
diffrcult. As mentioned above, this industry
is often a component of various other
industries, from which it is largely
inseparable. Practical aspects of privatizing
the industry thus need to be addressed by
examining specific problems, to which certain
techniques can be applied, in the context of
tbe broader i:edustries of which rhinos form a
part.

A radical approach would be to privatize
these Larger industries in their entirety,
which wouid involve, inter alio, privatizing
certain game neserves and nationai parks.
Since there are numerous other factors that
need to be taken into consideration,I hesitate
to recommend such a course of action, and
Ieave the investigation of this possibiiity to
another reporL

6 CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

A Reappraisal of the Problem

Buys (198?, 8) claims that "with few
exceptions, the distribution of white rhino to
private landowners in South Africa is not the
most effective means of enhancing the status
of the species". This stat€ment appean to be
unfounded, for a number of reasons- Buys
considerg four possible causes of the
"disappointing record in management", and
while his obsenrations are probably correct,

they seem to suggest that the fault lies with
the private sector and not ttre pubiic sector.

In my opinion, this view is mistaken.
An examination of these four reaaons
indicates that private sector mismanagement
of white rhino populations occuned largely
out ofignorance. The reasons given by Buys
(1987,8) were :

a Rhinos were introduced onto properties
with unsuitable habitet.

b Properties were overstocked with other
species, leading to the degradation of
white rhino habitat.

c Rhino popuiations.with only one buil do
not generally produce cslves, and many
landowners shot all but one of their
bulls.

d The enhanced value of rhino trophies
created the incentive to harvesl sJrlrnqls
at a faster rate than theY couid be
supplied by the Natal Parks Board,
leading to excess demand.

With regard to the frrst two points, improper
veld management and introduction of species
into inappropriate habitats, it seems that the
private sector generally has a poor record of
managing certain rarer garne species that are
sensitive to habitat changes. Private
landowners frequently'overstock their farms,
possibly because they prefer to see more
game. This results in the proliferation of
more adaptable species that are capable of
sunriving on degraded land. Anderson (1989'
interview) uses this fact as a convincing
argument against complete private sector
involvement in certain critical consenration
activities.

While it is certainly true that private
land is often mismanaged, the public sector
could tackle this problem in a dilferent
manner. If rhinos were sold in 'breeding
packages" at market pricee, the recipients
would be likely to consider their purcbase
with greater care. Furttrermore, if
prospective purchasers were informed
regarding the suitabitity of their land for
rhino breeding, and were rnade aware of the
"single-bull breeding problem", they wouid be
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abie to plan more efficiently, and make fewer
mistakes.

It i.6 possible that state conservation
agencies could have provided better
information to private rhino buyers. While
white rhinos were being sold at subsidized
prices, prospective buyers may not have been
fully aware of certain management
requirements. This would have resulted in
misinformed decisions being made. If the
public sector is in any wsy supposed to be
responsible for consenration, then surely a
vitaf function should b€ the supply of
adequate information to all private
landownens. Unfortunately, it appeas as if
the attitude of some public agencies toward
these iandowneni has only senred to make
nratfers worse.

The excess demand for live white rhinos
can be eliminated simply through auction
pricing, which would ration available stocks
.to the highest bidders. These highest biddem
would more often than not be tiose
landowners who felt confrdent that they could
manage their rhinos in such a way as to
achieve a satisfactory return on their
investment.

Buys (198?, 9), however, suggests that the
cure for ttre present probiem would be further
government intenrention. He recommends
the creation of a national plan for white
;hins, stricter criteria for allocation to
Iaadowners, an "objective" system for ranking
appiications, aud the blacklisting of certain
landownere on the basis of previous
management records.

The tighter control of the rhino industry
by tbe pubiic sector can achieve little toward
solving the greater rhino problem' nnd could
even aggravate it further. In my discussion
above, I have pointed out that the root of the
rhino problem lies with the refusal of
agencies to acknowiedge a legitimate market
for rhino hom a.nd to supply this market. On
the black market, supply and demand forces
will ensure that' as supply of horn decreases,
price will increase to meet the demand.
Rewards to poachers and traffrckers will also
increase, providing additional incentives to
take risks.

It is most likely that, because of the high
cost of policinB, all rhino popuiations in
larger areas wiil eventually become seriously

threatened. Public agencies would be forced
to incur considerable expenditure in moving
populations to smaller, safer enciosures and
intensifying policing and antipoaching efforts.
This would need to b€ financed usilg
taxpayers' money' and there may also be a
iimit to the amount that govemment would
be able to contribute to rhino safety
measures. While the fundraising efforts of
the Rhino and Elephant Foundation and
other non-profrt organizations may be very
successful at present, there is a limit to tJre
amount the private sector will be prepared to
contribute without receiving acceptable
returns.

It is worth noting that all recent
incidents of rhino poaching in South Africa
have had at least one public sector employee
involved (Lategan 1990, interview) and that
the most serious incidents throughout Africa
are frequently "inside jobs" involving cornrpt
government officials, sometimes at high
levels. While private owners face stronger
incentives to protect their property than do
government offrcials to protect public
properf,y, under present circumstances, rhinoe
have become a risky proposition for long term
investors.

A combination of unsatisfactory legal
protection of rights, the high risk of poaching
and the lack of legitimate markets for many
rhino products acts to discourage private
sector investment in live rhinos. Only a few
wealthy conservation-minded individuals and
successful tourist operations would be
prepared to invest in live rhinos in tJ..e long
term. Other rhino owners wouid be iikely to
opt for short term, secure returns.

With the unsatisfactory ownership and
incentive stmcture within public agencies
and a fairly unmotivated private sector,
prospects for the medium term survival of
rhino species in the wild do not look
particularly good. It is simply a matter of
time before the opportunities for continued
poaching in Zimbabwe become limited'
leading to an increase in incidents in
Namibia and South Africa. A frnal factor
that should be considered, is the relatively
unstable political situation currently
prevailing in Southern Africa. In most
situations of political upheaval, the frrst
areas to sufer are publicly-owned reserves'
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where poachers take full advantage of the
disrupted state of public agencies'

It shoul'd b€ of concern that public
agencies are transiocating iarge numlers of
biack rhinos to the Kruger Nationai Park'
where their safety could be seriously
threatened in the future' Tbe Park is a
particularly extensive aree to patrol' and
there are numerouS refugees from
Mocambique passing through on a regular
basis. The fact that a Parks Board ranger
could shoot so many rhinos inside the Park
without being detected for some time is an
indication of the potential problems ttrat
could arise.

Public agencies should ensure that the
risk of rhino loss is minimized through the
spread of populations over as wide an area as
ptssibte. This could be achieved bv
ii"triUotittg small breeding populations to
various private lands. This strategy would

lrelp t fmstrate concerted poaching
attempts, and lead to tbe eventual creation of
& more comPetitive industry'

The elimination of the black market for
rhino horn by the lilting of trade restrictions
would certainiy hetp to stabilize the entire
industry. However, there are two problem
areas that will remain an inherent part of the
rhino industry. The fust is the high policing
cost in larger areas' and the second is the
question of genetic diversity' These two
problems are notinsurmountable though' and
can be tackled by appropriate government
action aimed at guiding private decision
makers in the right direction'

Recommendations

Thus far, I bave examined the economic
mechanism of the rhino Problem and
conciuded that it could be solved through an
application of the principies of privatization'
i'UL pt*uss, however, is one that involves
raaicat change which would probably nee<i to
take place over a protracted period of time'
For this reason I consider some practical
steps which can be taken towards such a
solution, and the way in which they might be
implemented.'Before this is done, however' it is
neoessary to defrne certain objectives' and the

order in which they should be achieved' In
describing the problem above, I make the
initial assertion ttrat it is desirable to
conserve rhino species in their habitat'
Two points need to be made' The concept of
"conservation' differs from that of
"preseroation". Thomson (1986, 25) makes
tle distinction between these two terms and
considers that whereas conserrration impiies
"wise use", presen'ation impiies "protection of
harm". Secondly, ttre term "habitat", by
implication excludes any artilicial captive
environments.

It should be clear, therefore, that this
report is not concerned with whether rhinos
can be protected in zoqs or other captive
situations, but whether they can suryive in
their natural home, where they can be of
value to humaos under sensibie management'
Having established this, it is possible to
prioritize desirable management obj ectives for
'South African rhino species' I assume that
biotic diversity is important in ensuring ttre
long-term survival of an! species'

While these objectives are set in a Sout'h
African context, it should be noted that
achieving these may also benefrt other
countries and societies. For example' the
legal provision of African rhino horn to Asian

-Lf.ut" 
may hetp relieve some of the

pressure on the three highly endangered
Asian rhino sPecies.

The objectives I consider are:

1 To prevent either species of African
rhinoceros from becoming extinct in its
habitaL

2 To build uP geneticallY viable
populations ofboth species as quickly as
possible.

3 To maximize genetic diversitY bY
ensuring the sunrival of as many
different subspecies and biolosicaly
separate groups as Possibie'

4 To maximize social welfare by ensuring
that the number of live rhinos is the
optimal number for society; in other
words, to ensure that ttrere are neither
too few nor too many live rhinos in
existence.
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Taking the factor of time into account'
these objectives could be re-interpreted as
follows:

Short-term objective: to reduce the incidence
of rhino poaching to a rninimum.

Medium-term object ive:  to bui id
populations ofatl speciee and suhspecies'

Long-term objective: to create a market
regulated lodustry that 'rould provide

society with the optimal amount of live
thinsrs, rhino goods and rhino services.

Rhino poaching could be reduced either by
eliminating demand for rhino horn, or by
legitimately supplying it. It is unlikelv that
demand will be eliminated for some time.
Persuadi"g governments to enforce CITES
regulations does not amount to the
elimination of demand, but merely the
suppression of it. Furthermore, legitimate
commercialization of rhino products would
increase the value of rhinos to society,
whereas the Lack of such markets would force
rhinos to be entirely dependent on demand
for tourism and hunting for ttreir long-term
suntival.

The gradual crestion of a legitimate rhino
goods market seems advisabie. The first step
toward achieving this should be the granting
of maximum legal and otber protection to all
rhino populationa. While the penalties for
poaching couid be iocreased to higher levels,
this *Ut only have a really significant effect
if the probability of getting caught is also
increased. Private rhino owners should be
allowed atl the legal privileges normally
granted to owners of private property,
including the right to claim for damages'

A robust private market would lead to
irenovations in protective devices a'nd various
other technological advancements, that would
enable private ownera to take more efrective
care of their assets. The key to the creation
of such a market is the full recognition of
private legatr.rights. Public agencies could

"itlet 
move their vulnerable rhino

populations to safe cramps' or sell them to the
private sector. It would be prudent to
Lstabtish a secure "buffer" population of
thinos ia a well Protected area.

These techniques would all effectively
reduce policing costs, thereby facilitating a
reduction in poaching. Some rhinos should
be used for intensive "horn farming", and the
state could contract out to the private sector
for this. However, there would need to be an
undertaking by govemment to eventually lift
the trade restrictions on rhino products- To
achieve this, it would be necessary for the
public agencies to persuade CITES to lift its
ban, at least in South Africa and some
Eastern tradi.g centres.

.\s soon aB arr alrangement is made with
CITES (failing which the pubiic sector should
consider reneging on the agreement), agencies
should commenoe selling any sccumulated
stocks of horn. There have been a number of
suggeslions to "flood the market" or produce
fake or contaminated hor::os and distribute
them. I do not advocate these methods for
certain reasorut. First, it appears that
potential demand for hom is both substantisl
and widespread (Martin 1980). It is likely
that any sudden increase in supply would be
rapidty absorbed by the rnarket. Prices
would drop temporarily, after which the
market would resume its "normal" operation.

By selling fake or contgminated hor:ns,
buyers would simply be alieuated, and would
rely more heavily on establisbed sourcee.
The chances of newcomers entering the
industry would be severely jeopardized'
Instead, the public sector should ensure t'hat
any prospective iegitimate seller gqins
credibiliff in the markel

Public agencies should sell off their
stocks of horns at a slow, but consistent rate'
and attempt to achieve the highest possible
selling price. This could b€ done by
auctioning horns in an established Eastern
marketsuch as Hong Kong or Taiwan. These
auctions could take place on a fairly regular
basis G.g. twice a year), and tbe number of
horns made available could be gradually
increased, until a reasonably stable market is
estabiished, at which point dilferent seiling
methods could be employed. Needless b *y'
the money thus earned could be used to
improve policing of resenres.

To ensure the eventual creation of a
competitive market, private owners sbould
gradually be allowed to sell homs as well'
ihis couid encourage more intensive rhino
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farming. Such farms would be vital in acting

"" " 
bnff"r to illegal poaching in game

""."t"o. 
More rhinos should be auctioned off

to the private sector. Whit€ rhinos should be
sold either in breeding packages wit'h at least
two bulls, or as single bulls specifically for
trophy purposes. Ifthe latter are not offered
for'saie, private ownent will utilize breeding
groups to *""t the demand for trophies'
" .{gencies should not exercise strict controls
o""""th" allocation of auctioned rhinos' but
should rather provide information as to
habi tat  requirements and otber
considerations for breeding' The importance
of this public sector role cannot be
overemphasized. It follows that all auctions
should be widely publicized' Without
adequate information, the private sector will
not Lke full advantage of the opportunities
created.

Black rhinos should also be auctioned to
the public. Again, this could be done bv
'separating breeding packages from trophy
i"U". fne Uan on black rbino hunting should
U" Urua, and those public agencies involved
in hunting and in possession of surplus
males, sUoUa auction the trophy rights to
tt 

"r".' 
Once again, the money raised could be

put to effective use.
The public sector could aim to establish a

fero large, genetically viable populations of
both ,-P*i-"", as well as the various
subspecies of the black' All other rhinos
snouta be sold to the private sector' For
those buyers concelsed about genetic purity'

"fi 
tUi"o" could be auctioned on a basis of

origrD. A stud-book system could be

""tlU["n"a 
to keep a record ofrhino genetics'

Since the perpetuation of various pedigrees
;;; to occui without much dilficultv in the
cases of privately owned domestic animals'
there is no reason why this should not be the
case \rith rhinos.--Oo." 

a stable population of att species is
established, the public sector could consider
*itnara*ing from the industry altogether'
ffo*"""t, sincc ttris would entail privatizing
the entire operations of certain game reserves
*a o.tiottal parks, t'his is a possibility that
t"q"it"t further investigation' It certainly
r*tn" desirable to msintain not only genetic
O"etsity in the long-term, but also to achieve
the sociat welfare that only a system of

market pricing and unrestricted competition
could provide. Whether this wouid b€
possibte or not, is a fact that would probably
L-"rgu if some of the above steps are taken'

i b."" neglected to deal with certain
specifrc details in these recommendations,
since tbere are some areas that merit further
study. The issue of rhino genetics seerna to
be of importsnce, and should be examined
carefully to achieve a better understanding of
required minimum population sizes' The
rhino horn and other goods markets, while
having been extensively covered by Martrn
(1980t, stitl leave room for further
examination, particularly to determine such
important factors as price elasticity of
demand.

Finally, the general commercialization of
wildlife merits far greater attention' The
African elephant is being placed under
considerable pressure for reasons similar to
those of the rhino. Once again, CITES has
recently intensified restrictive trade
agreemlnts. The illegal ivory trade is still
fliurishing, and se€ms to have much in
common *ittt ttte illegal rhino horn trade'
although tbere are some dilferences which
justify a separate study of the elephant issue'
- This ieport hs5 qlss raised some doubts
about the large scale government control of
natural resource areaR' as well as its
involvement in associated industries such a'8
tourism. In a country of potitical uncertainty
and economic instabiiity, it is worth
considering whether the private sector couid
not play a far greater role in ensuring the
long-term conserration of natural resources'
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APPENDIX 1

Prices Obtain€d from Live tffhite Rhino Saleg, in SA Rands

Year

1979
1982
1g€lil
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

A. Subeidizsd Pricos
i. Natal ii. Otber

B. Auction Prices
Average

ro,roz
14,790
34,714
48,732

7@ 800
1,000 1,1(x)
1,800 2,3@
3,(X)O 3,500
3,800 4,300
3,800 4,(X)O
4,500 5,500

10,000 10,000
25.m0 25,000

US Dollarg

6,500
6,600
7,O00
7,5m
7,500

10,000
1o,(po
23,000

US Dollars

6,000
6,39
5,680
8,700
8,660
10,357
1?,500
36,669

Wgt
An *-pri.o were obtained from Keith Meiklejohn, Natal Parks Board Head Offrce, Pietermaritzburg.

A" Subsidiztd Priccs
Different prices were charged to buyers inside Natal, and those outside the province' Most Natal sales were bulls' intended

as trophies. No rhinos were sold at subsidized prices in 1989'
B. Auction Prica

' pricea reflected are the annual mean of all public auctions. In 1989, prices varied between R30'000 and R72'0fl)'

APPENDIX 2
Some Pricea Obtained for White Rhino Trophiea

Source:

Year

1982
lgtlit
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

SA Rands

6,500
7,33ril
9,859
15,957
18,?63
20,833
20,000
57,500

SA Ran&

6,000
7,0@
8,000
18,5r1
21,665
2r,577
35,000
91,673

NSs:
These pricee are not neceesarily an accurate indication of true market conditions, as tiey do not take all operato/g pricae into

..-ool some trophies are alsosold as part of a package, and additionai surcharges may be added, which are not reflectcd in these

figurea.

Prices were obtained from two sources:

A Duncan paul, Bophutatswana National parks Board. O[Iicial Parks Board trophy fees (in dollare, converted to rands at
prevailing exchange rates.

g -spud 
Ludbrook, Natal parks Board. Estimated averages of South African trophy fees (in both dollars and rande).

t
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